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is held in high esteem as a generous, rich and beautiful young widow.
On seeing Criseyde, Troilus falls deeply in love, b11r� is afraid to
reveal his passion because of hi3 earlier scornfuJ. behavior.

Pandarus,

uncle of Criseyde and good friend to Troilus, coaxes the secret from him
and.promises to help him in any way in order to bring the two youn�
people together.

There is a prolonged period of vascillat.i.on on the

part of Criseyde, much ardent wooing by Troilus A.nd much scheming by
the wily Pandarus before Criseyde yields her love to Troi.lus and tl;iey
shc1re mutual and complete happiness.
However, a storm breaks through their bliss before too long.
During an exchange of prisoners between the Greeks and the Trojans,
Calchas persuades the Greeks to offer Antenor for Crj.seyJe, whom he
wants to save from the destruction of Troy.

There is little in

Criseyde's favor when Troy so badly needs her beet soldiers, and Troil1is
and Criseyde are tragically parted.

nefore leavin�, Criaeyrle promis8s

to return in ten days, feeling sure th::it she can persu::irie her f.:.ithP.1· tn
allow this.

Her plans, however, are thwarted anci she must remn.i.n in th

Greek camp, where Diomede hr1s earnestly begun courting her.

F.ventunlly,

Diomede wins Criseyde, but not without her bitter grief at, her own
unfaithfulness, and the final anti-climax is the s.la_yj ng of the brn!.ccn
hearted
At

Troilus by Achilles.
.J

glance, the bare outline of the action of Troilus and Cr-Lseydc

is relatively s:i.mple, but it is the human dram;:i of each ::;ituation, Lhc
interaction of the characters and the very humanness of the ch;:ir:1ctert;
thcJt combine to make this work so memorable.

In most studie.'..i o.f

Troilus and Criseyde, the delineation of Criseyde is sineled out for
particulnr attention as a unique and fascin;iting portroy�1l o[' a 'otnan,

....

3
and much has been written concerning the possible origins of Chaucer's
creation of Criseyde.

It is true that an author is necessarily

influenced not only by his immed.i ate ond personal environment., but c1lso
by the broader environment of his society.

That Chaucer wns an observant

student of all English society of the fourteenth century :i.s evidenced
by the clear-cut and realistic characteri.zati.on of the pilgri.ms of The
Cante bury Tales.

Tr,erefore, it is not unreasonable to surmi.s _ that in

his portrayal of Criseyde Chaucer was possibly influenced by cont.erworary
attitudes toward women and by contemporary feminine figure.s.
I

The woman of the fourteenth century stood at.the center of a great
paradox.

As part of the tradition of literature and of the chivalri�

codes of the Middle A�es, woman was held

a

thing apart,

a11

elevated bein�

to be protected from the cruel world, and a being worthy only or cJdora U. n
and praise.

In fact, however, a woman's situation :i.n feudul soci.. l,v
Tn tt,.

was anything but the idealized state depicted in J.:.leraturP.

upper classes, among the gentry and to a lesser extent in the lower
classes, a woman was like so much chattel, to be sold to the highest
bidder, no matter what her desires might be.

This was an ;;ige viht�n thfl

weaker sex as a whole was treated with little respect, when

a

husbatirl

was granted by law the right to beat his wife if she dared question
his supremacy, and vihen marriages were arranged by the fami.ly for
reasons of convenience.

The gap that existed be tween theory ,md .,,c tua1-i Ly

was a wide one, and it is possible th8t the very un0�voriness or Lhe
.ic�,u.11 situatjr)n 0f lhe woman i.n real 1.Lfe promptor.l LhP- j_c,p:-1lL7,Nl c.01,,-;PpL:;
of llter�lture.

The code of ch:ivcd.ry pro\i:1bly rl\d :;,.Jmr1Lllin1'. Lo r,11::n

,,rnrnan' ;:; statu��, buL Lhc ir:lu1 of wo1n,1n a..: nn :inrli.v·id1111l -i.:i l.l1 tlw p,··1
.-)f ordering her own life was a thing of the 1ut11 .,. ·r-i.

,r\

\,'1'.•'

If any one thing serves to illustrate the lack of importance of the
woman at this time it is the Medieval view of marriage.

Most marriages

were contracted by the families of the boy and girl involved and were
marriages of convenience, arranged for such material gain as a generous
dowry, the. promise of a great inheritance of land or a rise in socj_al
status by marrying nobility.
Marriage was the simplest way of acqmsing weal th
and in the marriage market hard bargains were struck
throughout the middle ages. Like Galiena de ,
Uemartin, heiress of land in Essex. and Suffol1(, ,A1 ho
was barely seven years old when she was married to
the first of her three husbands, most heiresses
were married while they were still little children. L
The driving avarice of the parents began mapping out the fut.ures oe
their children almost as soon as they were born.

M::irriages were

concluded with great haste, and at an unbelievably early age children
were bound for life to partners whom they'd most probably never laid
eyes, on.2

In a situation like this, marriage without love -was the nl)rm

and love, if it came, grew .out of marriaB0, but w1rn not U1e ro;3::,on f0r
' it.

If love did not come, then the wife had to fflnd for h 'T/38lf ns b<):Jt

she could in order to assert herself as a marriage partner.

lloJever,

• • • the 'lordship' was held to be vested in tho
husband, and when he asserted it by fist and stick,
he was seldom blamed by public opinion. In this
unequal struggle, the woman also laboured under t.he
handicap of constantly bearing children--most of
whom soon died and had to be replaced. 3
Thus, a married woman was expected to be subservient to her l usbR.n :l Is
wishes, to provide him with heirs, and to run an efficient liousehold.
There were, of course, exceptions when a woman was authoritative enouch
to re�ist the accepted pattern and would take part in the legal and
business interests of the family as well as rule the domesLic lifo. L

.:-·

The model for Chaucer I s Wife of Bath must,. have been just such a woman.
Nevertheless, the married life which a young girl of.the fourteenth
century could anticipate would not be any cause for the emotional
excitement and exuberance felt by her counterpart, in the twentieth
century.
Not all women married, of course, for the various wars, particularly
the Hundred Years War, drained off a good number of eligible young men
and those that remained were not always likely to suit the dem:rndr; ,of
the family.

Things wer.e hard enough for families at this time and

having a bevy of superfluous females in a household consider�ibly taxt:d
the family finances.

Thus, a number of young women of the upper classes

for whom a suitable match could not be made were packed off to variou..s
nunneries at the expense of a not so nominal fee that would provide for
the girls' wants and needs for life.

A nunnery was considered the next

best thing to marriage, for the upper class woman had to retain her
social status, and there was really nothing else acceptable for

A

woman

to do in this society.
"It is possible that women in the higher ranks of soc:i.ety were
relatively less free to order their own lives th:m the women members of

the village families, free and unfree. 11 5 Nevertheless, woman as a vJ\Jo]e
in fourteenth century society had comparatively little freedom.
�'nglish laws often went against women:

The

they could not be licensed

physicians; they were often forbidden to trade; guild reeuhitions often
excluded female labor because the cornpetition of women undercut the men;
though women could inher:Lt estates and titles and become baronesses, they
could not sit in Parliament; and women had only sucJ-1 test8rnentary freedom
as their husbands allm�ed. 6 Severe socifll requirements �11 •·o restr·i cted

,,
t,
.,

a woman, who was required "· • • not to speak till she was nddressed
'
to fold her hands when she sat down, to keep her eyes fixed on the

ground as she walked, to assume that all talk of lo·re meant illicit

love, and to avoid even the most natural familiarities on pain of

scandal. 117. Manuals of deportment like the p opular Book of � Knight of
La Tour Landry set forth the formalities to be observed and were

8
incredibly prim and proper. Middle clc1ss women were the especial

recipients of these restrictions, both legal and social.f while women
, of
the noble class and peasants had greater social freedom, 9 th8 peasant

woman because she was beneath caring about social mo res nnd the woman of
nobility beca use she was often above such standards. Nevertheless, the

law s of the Roman Catholic Church and the attitudes of the Churcri to•..-",:i.rc��
women affected all women, regardless of cl�ss status in the English
feudal hierarchy.

of t

s of the Church fathers, Woman h a snore
According to the writing
he Devil, a constant tempt,'3.U.on to man and a necessary evil to br�

, tolerated in a marital relationship for the propagation of the human
specie. Even as ]_ate as 1530 the clergy held to this suspic:ious view
is evidenced by Robert Richardson, 5 t:imbellL.sh
of the nature of woman, as
warnings against the fair sex: . "Woman, he
ments of Saint Augustine, s
ost conspicuous mischief of the human race.
writes, 'bas ah1ays been the m
; more wanton than l:.hc
prouder than the lion.
For she is an animal
as ; o e
and decci tful than Llie synm.
ape; more ven omous than the p m r false
Lercest beasts be 1.iorth:i.ly comr):.ircd viitli ··1:,1 e l'�nd u:i.ne
Nor , can any C)r t}' ie f
ti,10ntteth centur_y, this i:, �1 ratlm1· t 1:iJ'tl n·.:J
1 .·;•.:i1H)l1I.
1
nion:;ter. 111 lo '.!''". .,' t.l,e
.
e but :;eem;:; pnrVicu1Tr1y :1.nc( nt�t\tO\Jr; Cnnr\. 1 ,'t !'•·,. rit ,·1
, •
Lo be mad e bY :1nyon ,
Nevertheless, such was the . pr,;v:: j..1•.1•. 11 ,.,...., a 1, 1 · 1.,u
• i l •],
member of the clergy·
1

7

and much of the Medieval concept of woman,'s inferiority was drawn directly
from the wri ti.nes of St. Paul.

In I Corinthians 11, Paul m;1de several

statements that were conveniently interpreted by the Church to mean triat
the woman I s social status 1vas far below that of the man:

"

of �very man is Christ; and the head of -woman is the man 11 ;
is not of the woman; but the woman of the man.

. the head
"For the man

Neither was the man

created for the woman; but the woman for the man."

From Lhis scriptural

authority and from the other writings of the Church Fathers, Uie e;encral
� J

conclusion of the Church of the :Middle Ages was trat woman was not mncte
in God's image, John Gower, Chaucer's contempori3ry,

W:JS

:JmonE many who

emphasized the inferiority of the female from creati.on ornJards hy sayinr;
that if God h::Jd ,ianted woman to be on an equal plane wi tl-1 man He would
have created Eve from Adam's head instead of from his rih. 11

To add an

example of a practical application of the Church opinion of the mi tur,•1:-1
of woman, girls \vere not permitted to attend grammar schools.

11

'l'hci r

presence there would, it was thought, have distracted and corru pted tho
boys. • • • 1112

Thus, to be born a rem.ale during th e Middle Ages rne:rn L

that a person was handicapped from the very begi J1in8 of her life.
As far as social conduct WHS concerned, the Church expecte� twice
as much of woman as did society, and the la..is of the Chur h end ·vored
to protect the required womanly virtues from lawless lust and violence.
Since woman herself was a constant temptation, marri0ge w;J"' viewed as
the cure, and marriage bonds were in theory the stongest ties in humBn
rela tionsh:l.ps.

"But ecclesiastical author:i.ty, which j_nsistecl th;: t,

priests mu::;t l>e celibate, regarded marril'lge As n lower s t,c1t,.

Jn l,h·i.s

imperfect world the lni ty must be perm:i.tted to m;irry, but th

nil:.l Li.on

of man and ,1ife was not held to touch a high spiri.. tual .pl.:me. 111J

The

0
(1

,vri tings of St. Paul were the ultimate b�ses of this Church :Lden, too.
In I Corinthians

7, Paul discussed the relati.on of man, woman and marriage

in terms that imply that a man must marry in order to avoid sin.
more realistically--marriage is the legalization of sin.
Paul:

"It i.s good for a man not to touch a woman.

Expressed

According to

Nevertheles3, to

avoid fornication, let every man have his oNn ,,1 ife, and let every wom.:rn
have her own husband • • • if they cannot contc:d.n, let them rn<1rry, for it
is better to m;.:irry than to burn."

This, then :i.s 1tJhy the Church enc;ou r,1god

marriage, but marriage .according to the laws of the Church.

As f:1r as

strict Church doctrine was concerned, marriage vrns a holy nnd binding
relationship and the husb:md and wife were t,o be .foi tnful to each other
until the death of one or the other of U1e partners.

Such '.Jas the th,.eory-.

The actual pr,'.1ctice was a far different thine.
It has been stated above thnt child-marriage,; abounded in tr1� :·1ge
of Chaucer and that mc1rriage was merely n moans toward an end.

W i.t\1 th i.[l

the actual practice, the al\sterc Churcri theory 0f wl1·1t a mnrr.i.air, 1
relationship should be was thrown to the winds, for the pi�rgy were not
above making a few lucrative exceptions to Church l.:1w, 11nd marri.ige vJ;.1s
a thriving business in the Middle Ages.

Although the Church re.fu,,ed to

recognize a marrL1ge contracted before both the partners had reached the
age of seven and also forbade the arraneen1ent of such cont,r�cts until
the girl was ti-ielve and the boy fifteen years of nge, she woulrl. not cl,,re
". • . to impugn the validity of the marrioge once contracted. nHi

As a

rule, custom had P,;reater author:i.tJr then la,1, and the cust.om was on� of
child-t:mrr.l.;.iges.
Growinr, out of this pracLi.ce of crd. d-m:i.rl::iug,.1, ,,:l1.i.cl1 qfl,,:111 1·. i .t:11
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Oh, ii: it '.,•Jere my business, if I ,Jere

your husband, I 1vould give you such a drubbing "1-Jith fP.et and fists, th;:it

I would make you remember for auhile.' 1rlS

Vievied from most standpoints,

woman in the fourteenth century was at a distinct dj_sadvantage.
• There facts and attitudes Here influential in the development 0f
the courtly love tradition in literature and Troilus and Criseyde was a
part o.f this tradition.

Because love ,,Ja3 not the norrr:il b-'1si.s for

marriage and because love was rarely expected in m;,rriage, ther,� cqme
to be an acceptance or .even an expectation of love outside of marr ·.age
and illicit relationships.

After all, men and -,1omen of the M:i( dle /\ge:c,

were no less lluman thc:n their descendants of the present day, ;:nd
passionate love was just as prevalent then as noH.

It w::is not 11eccsq:1rJ ly

incongruous that a rnan or woman mcirried .for t,he salrn o.f conveniencP- or
family ties should easily accept an illicit love relRtjonsltip that was
an adventurous change from the dull monot ny o.f r-1 p1.wrieri 1 L r.o ,·Ji Lli �m
unloved and unloving spous�.

Many Medieval m:.irrL,gc pn.r.1.ner.s long<'!rl L'Jr

�:ome means of cscap:i.nr; into a , orld of �11-prevai.ling nnd · pns·· J on.·1 tP.
Love, and Medieval literature presented them wit}1 the �cey in thf! 1n:rm cf
the courtly love romances.
There was an even more direct influence on Ch:=1ucer' :•;. portraJr:.,J · of
Criseyde in certQin middle-class attitudes tows rd ·•J01nen.

To be sure,

Criseyde is a lady of noble bearing, but she is also a \,1idcm o
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Under the feudal system of the Middle Ages,
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•
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chancing face of English society.

n

. As a rule, the names of women rarely nppeared in the Hi.ddle r�ngl ish
records and historiP-s pri.or to the thirteenth .::ind f')urteentl1 centuri c::i

ivith the exception of Matilda, dau2:hter of KinG llenry I, Ele:)nn1· of
�avoy, ,Ji.fe or T�ing John., 'nd Guin:i.vere, more of A lee nn J,nn ,,1 true
historical figure.
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so that he could marry her sister, Petroi;d lla.

She also ta.1 l<ed Louj s

into undertaking a religious expedition to Syria, an expedition that he
could ill afford at that point in his reign. Her romantic escapades
during the stay in the Holy Land ended all affection between the two and
she·soon set her sights on Henry Plantagenet, an heir to the English
throne.

Six weeks after obtaining a divorce from Louis on erounds that

they were fourth cousins, Eleanor married Henry and gave to him the
maritime strength that enabled him to claim the English' throne in 1154 os
Henry II. It cannot be suppos�d that Eleanor was any more subject to
Henry than she was to Louis, and in truth she became one of the most
prominent figures of the age, "· • . actively employed, either as
sovereign of her own dominions or regent of Normandy, during the period
from 1157-1172.1125

Eleanor remained a strong, willful individua1 and

her willfulness brought about a sixteen-year imprisonment at the hands
of her husband. Upon hearing rumors tha.t Henry bad taken as his mistress
the betrothed of her favorite son, Richard, Eleanor began to rememb�r
. that, before she had been the Queen of France
or-of England, she had been the Countess of Poiteau,
and that . . . she held in her own right a province
beyond the Loire as sovereign as any king 1 s . . .
She made up her mind to cut off . . . her portion
of the world from Henry•s, set up her second son as
heir to her patrimony, and leave the king to make
whatever division he could among his gther heirs of
2
what was left of his empire • . . .11
This was an incredible action for a woman to take in feudal times and
was the cause of the split in the Angevin Empire, for the young English
princes, encouraged by their mother's precedent, began rebelling against
their father in attempts to obtain their inhori tances.· However, Henry
was just as strong-willed as his wife end he manuged to cnr>Luro hAr na

l)

-----==�!!!'!!'!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!�===----

2
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'The 1 ast example of a feminine ,::onte rnporary of Chaucer's who
,

proved that woman was far from being weak and of inferior capabilities
was Isabella, daughter of Edward III and Philippa and a typical young
lady of the age.

The despair of her family, Isabella was, like her

father, a .c arefree spender and was constantly in debt and borrowine,
even from her servants.

"Once she pledged her jewels to the royal

treasurer and the chamberlain of the Exchequer. 38
11

It was in her

romantic life, however, that Isabella most displayed her indi viduaJ1 :i.ty.
1

Jilted by her first fiance, Louis, son of the Count of Flanders, Isabella
was unconcerned, for 'She had developed an interest in Bernard Eze, son
of the lord of Albret in Gascony.

She was even prepared to go to Gascony

to be married, but for some unexplained reason the match was broken off
: at the bride's request and the heart-broken groom-to-be was so· stricken
· that he retired to a monastery. . Finally, when Isabella had reached the
age of thirty-three, long a hopeless old maid by medieval standards,
:she fell deeply in love witih a twenty-four year old French nobleman,
'i
The young man l'e'turned
'1; Ingelrain de Couey, then a hostage in England.
lthe affection and " . . • with much persistence they succeeded in winning
the consent of the royal parents. 11 j'9

Young Isabella was truly a woman

1
with a mind of her own, and she was one of a. very few fortunate enough
to be allowed to follow the dictates of her heart in marrying.
These were women with whom Chaucer would have been directly or

·indirectly familiar, women of an extremely independent spirit who manni;ed
their own lives with the same matter of factness with which Criseyde
1

manages her life.

The Church and soc�.ety may have prenr.hed woman's

1shortcomings and .:i.nferiority, but actuality proclaimed that, given the
;opportunity, a woman could be every bit as capable as a· man.
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In general, the women of the heroic lays of the Poetic Edda hold
a place of esteem in their households, are the dauehters or wives of
kings or great warriors or have supernatural qualities.

Although the

en�hasis is on action, battles, and heroic deeds of men, the lays are
never without female characters who do speak out.

Nevertheless, there

is no reaJ. characterization, especially in the delineation of women,
and the appearance of these women, with the possjble exceptjor1 of
Brynhild, adds little to the action of the story.
In the region of Germany itself,

11

the impulse to write creatively

died under the impact of invasion and poljtical incompetence c1fter the

end of U-1e ninth century. r154

Therefore, the tenth and eleventh centuries

in Germany were almost totally void of vernacular literature.

However,

from 1170-12 JO, usually classified as the l'·ti.ddle High German period,
there was a great burst of literary achievement.

The works produced

during this brief span of years were equal to any European 1.:L tcra ture.
By U,is time French influence hnd spread to Germany and most of the
outstanding epics and lyrics of this Middle High German period were
modeled after the French, particularly the French Arthud an romances
and the Provencal lyrics.

As the French style will be djscussed jn a

moment, these jmjtaUons have little val.ue insofar as t.hey wil1 be
repetjtjons of the French courtly love attitude toward won�n.

How�ver,

there were a few excepUons in style, and one of the truly Germanic
epics of this period Has the Nibelungenlied.55

The unjque G0.rmonic

elements had not been obliterated by the influx of French J.jterary
types, but ho.d slipped 1nto the backcrr_.lUnd.

Tl1e Nibelunccnlj ed prrlbably

developed from the nwny oral versions of stories tho.t were circu.laLing
in the eleventh and twelfth centuries.SG
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at the pra:nptir,gs of s,,eet love, then I was not told so; yet I cannot
.57
believe that it was not, for she had soon conveyed her likin6 • • • • n

Throughout the first half of the oook the French influence on German
literature can be seen in the treatment of the relationshiµ of
Kriemhild and Siegfried.

They follow the courtly love pattern of

wooing and cooino:� until the lady is won and ma,-riage completes their
happiness.

However, in the second hail of the story, after the murder

of Siegfried, the Germanic side of Kriemhild 1 s personality appears,
and her actions are not those of a meek and subservient wife whose main
occupation is to be oeautiful, but of a vengeful, blood-thirsty woman
whose anger builds to the boiling point and explodes in "'- teaifying
manner that touches those around her with sorro,, and death.

The .i.ater

co�pleted metamorphosis is foreshadowed in the scene of the vindic�tive
argument between .Brunhild and Kriemhild.

Here, Kriemhild ne._;lects

to hold her tongue as a proper lady should and says some nasty things
which will have violent repercussions.

She calls Brunhild

paramou.r 11 and reveals the secret of Gunther's

11

111

a ..Vaf.:sal • s

strength 11 on the s1::;cond

night after the wedding of Brunhild and Gunther.
Kriemhild continues:

11

Adding insult to injury,

Your arrogance has got the uetter of you.

You

used words that made me your servant, and, believe me, in all sincerity
I shall always be sorry you did so.

I c.e.n no lon6er keep your SC;.:crets., 11

58

After the murder of Sie6fried, events move quiclcly to Krit.,mhild 1 s final
revenge.

She ;narries ttzel, asainst the admonitions of Ha�en, �iegfried • s

murderer, and in the later series of confrontations with H·:·G" n, her
passion for r{;jvenge is revitaliztid to a dangerous ,,oint.

Hagen gets

the better of her in these mcietin.;s bt:ica.ust:i of tt1e weaknesstis of her
sex expected by tne Gei·manic audience. As a ;�oman, Kriemhild was not
expected to so ardently pursue revenge at the cost of good warriors,
but her womanhood doi::s not hold her back.

Her deep love for Sie6fried

has, throush the years, turned into an intense hatred for his slayer

28
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Fittingly enough, she is the prEicipitator of Sie,;fried 1 s downfci.ll,

for to satisfy her insatiable curiosity she works thro ugh suutle and
devious means to discover if Siegfried is Gunther's vassal and as a

result learns the humiliating truth about her nuptial couch.

Gunther,

in his anger at her treatment of him on their wedding night, once
60
calls her "the foul fiend 11 and 11 a dreadful woman, 11
but she proves

herself t o be capable of greater femininity than Kriemhild, for she

weeps bitterly and profusely over her shame.

Her account to Heigen

of what happened during the quarrel is what resolves Siegfried's fate,

and she doc>S not lose her womanliness to her desire for reven.;e, as
does Kriemhild; but it is Hagen who takes over e.nd from this point
Brunhild practically disappears from the story.

In comparing the t,10 ,;omen characters of the Nibelungenlied, one

can see several distinct elements and differences.

Kriemhild are beautifu.i.. and rich in their own ri,,;ht.

i3oth are interested

Each has a streak of indt:Jpendonce and
self
Brunhild displays this trait throu�hout the story, while

in their estates, in money,
interest.

Both Brunhild and

Kriemhild acquires this trait more strongly after Siegfried's murder.
They, seem, however different at the beginning, and to switch roles

after tne death of Siegfried.

At first, Brunhild is the stro ng,

war-like maiden and Kriemhild is the mild, obedient lady o1' the court.
Then, with the argument, Brunhild's character almost disappears and

she is menti oned only as Gunth�r•s dutiful wife, while Kriemhild
becomes a woman of unyi elding wrath who steadi1.y bel:omes less feminine

v or
and more belligerent i n her beha i . Onti could almost say tirnt these
d to briag honor and . lory to the name
two figures are skillfully use
th. Brunhild lostis imp�•rtance after
of Sie�fried even after his dea

JO
his death •

.Brunhild loses importance after the wheels begin turning

to bring about the murder, and Kriemhild's role takes on moro importance

as she becomes the instrument for revenge.
author makes such statements as:

11

Thanks to the wrangling of two

women, countless warriors met their doom, 11
no enmity between then,

11

A6ain and again, the

61

and

11

for as yet ther e was

and it is clear that Sio:;fried undertakes

the winning of Brunhild and the war a6ainst the Saxons only out of his

desire and love for Kriemhild.

Thus, two women are at the root of

Siegfried's action s as well as of his death, and present themselves

as formidable adversaries for any of the men in the NibEilungenlied,
establishing woman as someone unique who could not or would not be
over looked.

Literature in France during the Middle Ages was developing along

lines not far removed from Germanic-inspired literature at this time.
There were actually two literary types in }'ranee:

the litarature of

Northern and Cen1.ral France, ofte n referred to as "langue d 'oil II
and the literature of Southern France or

11

langue d'oc. 11

vfit.hin these

two literatures there were presented two different approaches to
female characters.

In the north of France there developed the national epic or

, .. ...1..1.:M11uSO n
, 11

de 1a"este 11 , literally, a soµg of history.

This literary type

dates from the el'"venth to thirtE>enth centuries, and, for th e mos t
part, the "chansons'' revolve around the figure of the German crusading
62
Like Beowul:t:, the emphasis
hero, Charlemagne, once ruler of France.
is on action and "a very large part of the earlier chan sons is occ upied

• 11 6J
with direct fighting against the heathe n • • •

Nevertheless,

romanc0 is introduced into r.he Frencti nchansons to caste11 through the

31
Voyage a Constantinople" • • • in the lo ve of a Saracen princes�,

daughter of an emperor or 'admiral' (�m1.r), for one of the Christian

heroes,n

64 Thus. a small step has been ta.ken from
the Germanic emphasis

on battle, war and activity toward the romantic form t�at will center
upon the love relationship between a man and a woman. For the most

part, women in the French

11

chansons" will not difr'er from the women

of early Germanic literature.

The best-known representative of this gt-nre is the --.....
Chanson
de Ro 1and ,
;.:.65
,
written by an unknown author between 1090 and 1105.
In t he C hanson

i
� Roland there is much detailed J escription <rf the Battle of Roncevals,
where Roland lost his life, and the author carefully catalo6ue s who

Tnere are only two women mentioned in the C'nanson-Bramimonde, the Queen of Spain and wife of Marsila, and Aude • 011. Vel' 1 s
killed whom and how.

sister and Roland's betrothed. Bramimonde appears several times, but
neith er her words or her actions are of any real consequence in plot
development.. In the end, she is captured by Charl e ma.:,;ne and eventuall

converted to Christianity through love rather than through c oercion,

such as was generally used on "paynims."
figure.

y

Aude prestints a mo re tragi
c

Her name enters the story only at the end, after Rol.:i.nd, s

death, and her character serves to po int up the pathos of t h ,3 sad
mome nt of return to France.

Upon learning the heart-breaking news,

•.•fay it not please God or his saints or his ungels that
66
111
e,
and she falls dead at
liv
yet
d
shoul
I
death
nd's
after Rola
the
o
feet of Charlemagne. This exemplifies the strong type f love that
Aude declares

11

will dominate later literature, but in the ,1chansons de geste n there
is no primary emphasis upon any sentiment other than fi delity and honor.
Therefore , as in t he earlier Germanic literature, with the exce�tion
genlied, women play a subordinate and r-.:la tively .,1ean1.n;:
of the Ni· oelun_
· ; 1 ess
rol e .
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While the

11

11
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The courtly love traait
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Modern psycholo6y states tha
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cert
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a
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concepts of love
affection. The twentie th century
motives is love or
in the Middle Ag0s, ?articularly
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and romance, howe
th6 creators of
, and this void was recognized by
in the upper classes
the modern paper back romanoe
tnate ancestors of
literature. The ulti
bly the songs or lays of e arly
story ,,_..ere :11ost proba
and magazine love
vating passions of certain
ce which told of the �oti
troubadors in Fran
rather than of the worldly adventures of these
heroes and heroines
times, ·
from the ?ractices of the
figures. Drawing
rs of Languedoc at the end of
"• •• the Troubadou
tury, and the r'rench and r.:nglish
the Eleven th Cen ed the:a in chanting the servico
poets who succeed Love' regard8d the passion of
of
of a pat;an 'God er no obligation to respt.:J ct so
und
ng
oei
as
love
as the marriage bond. It has
irrele:ant a thing tha.t 'any idealizal..ion of
bEJen shrewdly said iety where marriage is purely
soc
se xual love in a begin by being an ideaLiza�ion
§t
utilit arian 111mg'/
of adul tery
s
hat exti:int such liberal love creed were accepted
It is not kno,m to w
e can u�derstand why such a patient for illicit
in actuality, but on

JJ

relationships was welcomed and worshipped in the Middle Age s.

In litera

ture, this liberal view of love crystaliz�d into the courtly love

romance in which the central figures must adhere to certain patterns
of action. Troilus and Criseyde was written follo,vi.ng the courtly love

formula which stressed

I

11 •

•

•

the analysis of love-longing, the serv
ice

and devotion of the knight to his lady, sung in strains of rapture • • • 11 68
•
Thus, actual circumstances provided the need for this type of literature
,
itself
came certain characteristics of
and from the literary tJ_EJe
personality
and behavior required of a courtly love heroine like Criseyde.
The new spi:dt engendered by the romance had its orie;in in Provence

with the development of a new theory of love that emphasized "tile lofty
69
II
This new "' t titude
expression of the love of man for woman.
of man towards woman owed a c,;reat deal to tne spirit of chiv 0 1ry, which
began really to take hold in t:1e twelfth century. A chi VJ.lric -1arrior
"• • • was not only a orave and worthy knight out a ,)olished l.$untleman
··1 1170 Chauc6r 1 s Troilu
s, of course,
and lower par excellence as we�.

..

.

exactly fits this descriptiQn.

The P:rovencal troub,J.d ou.r·s gave n
ew
i
expression to the chivalric idea.ls n their poetry. K.11 ·1 Vossler

explains th0 result:

So it was in Provence ti1at the '.lew cpiri t first took
on the d�finite outline of a mor.11 code. There
firs1., partly from plea�ure and love of be�u ty,
partly Irorr. lol ciness or soul ,tod m.:.gnami ty, manl y
strength took up t!1e d0fence, of t:18 1,rea,<:er sex.
Or to look at it from the oti ,.r sidl::i, womafl 's nrts
su�ceeded in securing a hold on :nan through his
ambition and vanity, and in dictating to his warli�e
nature the laws of courtesy. 1.foman, whos'-' mouth
the .Media�val Church had clos1;;d, bec,;.rne the aristocratic
lady who set her claims a6ains L Lne commands of

the Church. The service of woman took its place
beside r eligious worship; woman's code of morals
rivaled tnat of the Church.
The most vital article of this code t&ught that
love of woman and love-service lead man to moral
dignity and to true chivalry. In the repetition,
accentuation, and glorification of t,is dangerous
maxim the minstrels of kni�fthood, tne troubadours,
found their chief delight. r
Through the poetry of the troubadours of Provence, woman was
elevated to a new height and the honorable knight, at least in litera
ture, became the vassal of the ,rom:.;n of' his choice.

"the ?rovencal

love lyric marks ••• the first stage in t�1e dovel,)pment of a system
of courtly love. 11
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complete devotion

to

The idea of love-s�rvice on the ;;art oi' the knigh
t,
a mistri:,ss and the fact tnat "practically a
ll the

troubadour love poems are addressed to '.Tlar:cied women, 11 7.3 are el ements
that will be of impor·tance in e,he courtly love code that came into
being in France during the twelftn century.

,b;leanor of Aqu ita ine

11

was in a large p art r esponsible for those ideals of courtly conduc t

.

. .

and unwavering devotion soon to oeco�e the idols of ..l!,uropean socie ty
.

•

11 74- atid £1eanor I s daughter, Marie, Countess of Charnpa�;n
e, was

patroness of Chretien de Troyes, whose wori< perhaps oest r0pre sen ts this

new literary genre.
The material us�d in the romances of Chretien de Troy_s is referred
to as Ille matiere de .t3retagne,

ti

or the .!!atter of .drit.'.lin, and
Was con

cerned with the figures of KL1g Arthur and his court.

11

That ,irthur

and most of his kni 6.;ts were orisin.,lly Celtj.c heroes c,nd tna L ,na
ny
of th e stories attached to them can bei'ou'.1d in Celtic legend is
now
1175 Thus, in one way or ano
ther, the earliest
beyond reasonable do ub,r-•
.j.

Germanic influe:1c£ss reapp ea red in literatu re•

However, in reference
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to women characters, toere has bet1n a m·.1.rked changb, and t-he stories

of Chretien reflect the newly-developed attitude.

Before discussing Chretien I s treatment of :1omen, it may be well

to d6i'ine this code of courtly love that was ine,-.tricably b ound up in
the literature of this period. Charles W. Dunn, in his introduction

to Patricia Terry's Lays

2.£

phnomenon in this way:

Courtly �. expl ains this twelfth cen
tury

Love is, wi t,hin this syste;m, considered to be a
compulsive and irresistabh force. A love uffair
properly conducted, crowns the lovers in the ulti:
mate perfection of courtliness. The lover, inspired
by his lady's beauty, oecomes ennobled in bene
ficence, oalor and :·JOrth. tne lady oecDmes rc,fined
by the exercise of her qualities of prud(;:) nce, mercy,
and grace. Their love, whether adulterous or not,
must alw;Jy.s remain an utter secret, to be �hared,
if necbssary, only by the most trust-worthy con
fidant. The reciprocation of love is .su.ff-i.ci�nt
reward for all the trials and dangers entai led in
its pursuit; sexual consummation�� its climactic
but sometimes unattainaole bliss.
This exact systemization 6'f the pattern of courtly love was set

forth oy Andreas t: e Chaplain in his treatise:,
Love,

11

11

The Art of Courtly

which also denies the possibility of love within i·,ar riage.

As Chaucer tra[)slated Le � £!!:, la �. tne suprt:,me French alleeor.1.cal

exprt:ssion of the courtly love ideal, it is certain that he was very
familiar with all the nuances, rbstrictions and rvgulations of this

code of love, for the rt:1lati,mship of Troilus and Criseydo exactly
fits this criteria.

It is impossible to kno;,i to :-rhat extent courtly

love was actually practiced.

"As an ideal of soc�al conduct, the code of chivalry
never touched the middle and lower class&s, but it
was V1e rt:ligion of the aristocracy and of the
twelft'.:-ce ntury 1 honn$-te hor:une. 1 Never w:1s litt:lra
ture 9f any age clos�r to the ideals of a social
class. So true is this thut it is dL1'i cult to
d.:.:termim. whetht:r practices called forth the
literature, or w!1et!le� • •. • i� is tru�s t..at:. lite.ra
turt: su_;g<-stod to society its ideals. u
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and prowess. inide is an entity 1.·n herself,
b .s.tt le and show his courage
11
th than her female counterpart in the chansons
a personality with mor6 dep
lly of the h\'..)roines of romances, i!:nide is
de geste." Typical physica
11 Nature herself had 1narvelled more than five
extremely beautiful and
d
this one occasion she had succee ed in creating
hundred times how up on
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1 1
1

Do you suppose it does not give me pain

to hear you thus psoken of with socrn?

It grieves me when I hear it
8

said, and yet it grieves me more tr.at they put the blame for it on me. 111 3
Her feminine pride at this falsehood is tr1e instigator of, the main action
of the story, for Erec journeys alone with Bnide across the countryside in an effort to have proof of her love for him and they share
many adventures, through all of which Enide remains faithful only to
Erec.

The true central character is love, for it is the strength of

Enide I s love tr1at causes her to defy his order that she keep silent,
to outsmart a wealthy but amorous count, and. to fearlessly defy another
count who forces her into an undesirable marriage after irec is supposedly
killed.

In the last situation, the count is angry that she continues

to grieve over l!irec and demands that she stop lamenting and enjoy h�r
wedding feast.

Enide carelessly replies:

111

In faith, as long as

L

live I will neither eat nor drink unless I first see my lord eat who
is lying on yonder dais.'"

The Cou(jt threatens her, but she ignores

him, "holding his threats in slight esteem. 11

He declar6s th ,t she is

his, to do with as he pleases, and
11at this she could not hold her peacd, but swears
she will never be his. And tne Coui.t springs uµ
an::l. strikes her again, and she crie\S out aloud,
'Ha! ,fretch, 1 she says, 'I care not wh...:t thou say
to me, or what thou do! I fear not thy blows,
not yet thy threats. Beat me and strike me, as
thou.-,wilt. I shall never heed thy power so much
as to do thy bidding more or les�, even were thou
with hands right now to snatch out rny eyes or
flay i:1e alive. 1118 .5

The outrage and fear.lessness of this speech is close to the type of
speech one would expect of Kriemhild or Brunhild, and not exactly what
one would expect of a courtly love maiden.

/

Ho�cver, Chretien was

obviously aware of the fact th�t woman is not a passive animal, nor is
she simply the wicked crtiation of ti1e Devil.

1ti"oma.n is capablt;) of de0 p-
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felt emotion and that is one reason why deep love and emotional involve
ment can never be divorced from a feminine figure.

How could a romance

exist without a uoman and the differences inherent in the fact of
womanhood versus manhood?

Thus, the role of woman in the romances was

enlarged, and women characters like l!;nide became more than ornamental
decorations like Weal-t:..heow.

They began t.o be a cause of action, a

center around which action could revolve.

Nevertheless, the emphasis

is also on chivalric ideals, and Chretien devotes more space to elaborate
descriptions of battles and dress and courtly :nanners than he does to
There is some explanation of the motivation

character development.

behind Enide 1 s oehavior, but much is t.aken for granted as being an
expected or accepted part of chivalric behavior.

Love is the motivating

factor behind Enide's behavior, but in this capacity she still

has

a

certain shallowness, because Chretien fails to fully dev6lop her as
All in all, however, there has been another

a many-sided personality.

step taken in giving women a place of importance in literature.
Chr�tien de Troyes was not the only well-known writer of tules of
courtly love in France at this time.

A contemporary, Marie de F'ranoe,

wrote poems about love in an age when literature was predominately in
the hands of men, and this denotes a considerable boldness in a woman.
Little is known about Marie de France and there is :nuch speculation
as to whether she was French or English, which she could easily have
been at a:1time when French was the language of the �ngJ,.ish court.
The dates of her life are unknown, but many scholars favor the opinion
of Gaston Faris, who

•

11 •

the composition of the

1

•

suggests 1175 as an approximate date for

Lays 1 of Marie de France." 86

Toese 'Lays'
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deal with the Arthurian material of Brittany, but "scholars tell us that
87

the essence of her stories is of Celtic rather than of Breton origin. 11
Be that as it may, Marie is an unsurpassed storyteller and her tales

the household arrangements
88
and customs of the gentlefolk of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries."

are also educational, for they picture

11 •

•

•

·rhe Lays follow the courtly love pattern of behavior and character
types and the women are pretty much stereotyped.

The Queen in 1!The

Lay of Gugemar 11 is beautiful, loyal, married, and hard-to-get, but
through perseverance and hard trials, Gugemar is able to win her.
In

11

The Lay of the Two Lovers, 11 the heroine must be won by performing

a task of physical strength, but she gives aid to the suitor of her

choice by sending him to an aunt who has secret powers.

Howev�r,

because of his stubborn pride, the young man refuses to drink a magic
potion at the moment when he needs it most andm dies.

The maid grieves

so d�eply that she dies in the arms of her d�ad lover, desiring to lov�
no other.

Thus, these lays and most of the others deal with tnt,

love between a man and a woman, and within this fr,Jllework there is no
development of character beyond the surface necessities.
Since Chaucer was familiar with traditional treatments of women
in German and French literature, he most certainly was aware of this
element in l!;nglish literature, particularly in the romances.

Four

well-known; therefore, since the concern of this paper is the characteri
zation of the heroines, a brief study of the general traits of the femi
nine figures in these English romances will suffice.
Donald Sands refers to King !:!£m as

11•

•

•

the prototype Middle

Ent:lish romance •••[whic'!IJ can st:irve a.:.i a veritable catalog of trc1ditiona.l
89
romance motifs."
However, the heroine. Rymenhild, differs from

-
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French heroines of romance in her strength of character, a trait which
the English inherited from their Germanic ancestors.

Rymenhild is a

bold and independent woman who takes a liking to Horn and connives to
have the young man brought to her room because she is thwarted by
social conven don from speakin6 to him pub2..icly.

Sne is the king• s

dau6hter and she has a mind of her own, for she adheres to the
dictates of her hea»t and carries out her business unknown to her
father.

When her steward, a Pandarus-type of middle-man, brings

Athulf to Rymenhild 1 s chamber instead of Horn, she does not at first
notice the deception and wastes no time in embracing the proxy, con
fessing her love for him and asking him to marry her.
behavior for a king's daughter!

Rather forward

However, upon discovering that she

has been tricked, Rymenhild shows the more vindicative side of her
personality, for she gives her steward a thorou6h tongu�-lashing.

At

his abject apolo6Y and promise to fetch Horn, sh� experiences
another metamorphosis and becomes all swtietne.:;s and forgiveness.
The author evidently had been around women enough to be habituated
to their changes of mood in accordance to what they want and how their
wants are received.

Rymenhild is a willful and sc.lfiGh noblewoman

who has probably never heard the worl

11 no. 11

At any rate, when the

real Horn is brought to her, she soon throws her arms around him
and kisses him and promises to be his wife, again wasting neither
time nor words.

Horn responds with a gentle r0buss, saying that he

is too low-born for such an honor and Rymenhild swoons.

In order to

awaken her, Horn takes her into his arms, kisses her, and askes her
to help him become a kni ·ht so that he can :narry her someday.

She
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conviently revives at this point and by her speech shows that her swoon
was a pretense, for she heard everythi�g that Horn said.

This heroine

is wise in feminine wiles and by virtue of her high position is able
to command almost anything, including the knighting of Horn.

Once he

is dubbed, she again shows her over-anxiety by immediately confronting
him with his promise to marry her.

Again, Horn prolongs the time of

marriage, this time until he can prove his worth.

Rymenhild is wise

enough to rdulize that she has met a man as stubborn as sn(:) is and so
accepts his words, giving him a magic ring as a token of her love.
Therefore, the motivation oehind th., valiant d,�eds of young Horn is
set, and Rymenhild remains in t,he picture through her rine;, for when
ever

he looks at it and thinks of her, Horn will be unat:sailable in

battle.

Rymenhild is also used to warn of the danger to com.a-, fol'·-·

her dream is interpreted oy Horn as boding future ills.

To allay her

fears and to know where they stand, they pled.5e themselves to each
other and it is when t-hey are together in this way that they are found
by the king, who banished Horn from tt1e country.
the hero gains or loses because of a woman.

As in other romances,

Rymenhild promises to

wait se·;en years before .narrying and Horn takes his leave, now free to
seek even more adventures.

Tne action of the in61ish ro1nances, th..:

graphic descriptions of combat and the reasons for combat provide the
real interest of the story and tne r�lationship between the hero an�
heroine often seems incid&ntal.
Rymenhild rbmains true to Horn for seven years, during which
time he is undertaking !nany explaits in a western land.

Tnere is no

description of what happened to tier durin;,; this long int�rval, but only
that she was ever sorrowin6 and Lha.t in thei end sho was b1.c,iug µressuroo
by her father to marry King Mody of Raynes.

',-iithout her fa.tier's
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knowleci 0 e, she sc;ncis mes;;;engers E>Very•,1here s ....eking Hor!1 or ne1-1s of him.
There is poignant psycholor;ic2,l insiJn t in the description of Rymenhild
watching for Horn:
Rymenhild undude the dure-pin
Of t-he hus ther heo was in
To loke w�th hire i6ne .
0
If heo ognt or Horn y-sighe. 9
Things h ave not changed, for a woman still kt;eps a v'.:.gil for her
beloved when he has been away and she hopes to

Sc;(;;

hb,.

How.,;vcir,

upJn finding her messenger deau, li.ymen:1ild begins to accept the ho,)�less
ness of her situation.

Despite hE,r heart-sickness, she remains strong,

refusin6 i:!.t t-he alter to take the wE>dding vo·,1s, weeping violently and
crying out beiore everyone to.at she already has a lord.

i�hen tne

disguised Horn leads her to Oblieve tha t- her lord is dead,
Heo feol on hire oedde,
Ther heo knif hudde,
To sle with kin5 lothe
And hurselve botne
In that ulke nighte
If Horn come ne might.
'l'o hert-=i kni1 heo sette
Ac Horn anon hire kepte .
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Thus, Rymenhild had plotted to kill hers...,lf arJd King Mody if Horn d id
not co!lle before nightfall.

This is not the act of a weak woman, but

of a Kriemhild, who is not entirely defenselesc_; in .:.L world of men.
The action does not end here, for there must be another conflict, and
the traitor F'ikenhild must be killed bJ Horn w-hen tne villain attempts
to forcci Rymenhild into a marriage.

F'or love of a woman, Horn undertakes

and wins everything and last- of all he is united in marriagti with 1tymenhild,
whos1:: love was given to him frt::,ely in t-he first pluce, wit.h no re.:.Ll not::d
for •,,10oing or winning.

In tl;le romance of Richard � de bi2.ll entitleci
the lfame of Coeur de Lion,
Mai\;ery.

11

11 How

Riche.rd 'vfon

we find anothet' straightforward heroine,

Richard is imprisoned oy Mar6ery 1 s father, the King of Almayne,

but this does not impair his attraction.

Like Rymenhild, Marsery is

not one to waste time or words, and she goes to the prison, teli.s
Richard that she loves him above all �hings and bids Lhe jailer
11

at eve, when supper's done
Bring him to my bower anon,
A squire's ves�ure shall hE; wear,
92
I myse,L.· will Keep hi.n tnere • . • 11
Obviously, from what is i:nplied H,c:;;ery gives herself completely to
Richard, and when the king discovers ho,.; his dc1.u5hter ha:; been shamed,
he plans to have Richard killed oy a starved lion.

i-J.ow�ver, l'largery

hears of this scheme and, warning Rici1..--.rd of ,.-h�t is to come, shb begs
him to flE,,e with her, for she has plenty of Gold and treasure.

The

hero is not dismayed and responds th t he will face tne lion; and at
these words MarGery refuses to leave him, declaring th·at she would
rather die with him.

Only after much pleading from Ric:iard does she

leave, asking God's blessing on the brave knight.

In the l;.)nd, uftvr

Ric11ard triunphs and is able to reLurn to his Englan.1, Mari:;ery 1 s mother
tells her that she must stay until Richard s,:mds for her,
sends for him queen."

9J

11 a:;

a king

This is an effective way to maintain the

legends aoout Rich:.rd and at the same time to show nis prowess in love
affairs.

Wt:3 are not told how Margery accepted this advice, but as a

romantic heroine she would, of oours0, acquiesce to her mother's plan.
There is no depth to her ch.:.racter and she is sho,m in one li6ht only-
as an amorous youn,5 woman who desires to love arid be loved.

It is

no wonder tnat such romances of love relationships betw._,en :nen and women
were popular in a tLr.e when younfs ladies were given in ::1arriage to total
strangers, for, above all else, woman is driven oy this desire to give
and to receive love.
The plot of S.yr Percyvelle of Galles revolves around the hE;ro,
and the heroine, if she can be calle,d such, is merely ornamentation,
or icin5 on t.he cake.
distress.

Lady Lufamour is a typical chivalric h1.;;roine in

Her castle is oeseiged DJ a Soudan woo wants to :narry her

and sht: is in desperate nec:d of a de1'e!1der, for h0r fath8r, brothers,
and suitors have all oeen killed in defendin6 her.
As the mistress of t,he castle, Lufainour is able to offer all her lands
and herself to Percyvelle it he will only ki11 the wicked boudan.

Sbe

looks to him as hc:r protector, she is attract<.:Jd to him, but there
is no suggestion of any deep emotional affection for him.

F'1.nding that

Percyvelle is not wise in kni6htly lor8, or chivalric modes of behavior,
Lufamour has compassion on his i6norance, out the author shows no
concern whatsoever as to what her feelin6s toward tr1e young he1·0

might be.

In truth, Percyvelle wins the tnaid and h0r ki: igdome "by

mastery and :ni6ht, 11
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and that is thi,t.

The last romance to be discussed is that of Athelston, i,ritten about
1350, during Chaucer's lifetime,

This is to.e tfpe of story and the

type of heroine with which he would have bet-n most familiar.
Donald Sands states:

11 1

As

Athelston I is, first and l...tst, a poem of the

mid-fourtt.:enth century whose audience cannot h.:ive ueun inade up of
people other t.han small tradesmen, very conscious uf Lhe history 01'
its Lraditions, and ve1·y St.insiLive
95
The story has nothing to do
to the authoritarian l1abit of kings. 11
their country, ver.1 well a,,are

01·
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with courtly love or a world of enchant:nent, but te:;;lls of the weakness
and gullibility of King Athelston.

The Queen is not ..:n outstanding

character, but her actions are reminisce:;;nt of tne behavior of Quee:n
Philippa of Hainault when she interceded with Edward III on :.,ehalf of
tne burghers of Calais.

In this case, the �ueen in Athelston is so

bold as to go tQ the king and ask the favor of letting her act as
surety for the ,1rongly imprisoned Zgelond arrl his family until
P-Laine pc.rlement 11 can dedide their fate.

11

the

King Athelston, however, is

unreasonaole and interrupts he:,r plea, ord0ring her to leave and telling
her that he intends for his yrisoners to die.

Disobeying tne King's

order, theQueen bursts into tears and falls on her kne�s before her
hus oand 11• . • and praide yit for hem alle. 11
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Enra�ed because of her

deliberate disobedience, tl1e King kicks his wii'e in the stomach, killing
their unborn ;;hild.

However, even after this display of what Athelston

will do in his violent mood, tne Queen sends ciecretly to the Arch
b ishop of Canteoury for help and �.co::nises the 1:iessen,;er some of her
own laiia in .::ipain and hc;r own money.

Althou�h she di;;o.ppears from

t11e story after this, t.his feminine fi t:;ure has oeL,n shown to have
determination and stren,_;t.h ev&n in u1e face 01' pt1Ysical danJ.;er to
herself.
Although some of t.ne r1eroines .Ji' Lhe MiJdl0 .c.n61ish romu.nces
demonstr2.te strt::n6th, cu.;ning and l'eminine wilim,ss an0. detu1·min.:1ti,m,
their char .cters as a ,.,hole lac;< any dE::pth or comµlexi ty.

These women

havt: no well-founded personalities, tuey ::1ake no impo.·tant decisions
in moments of crisis, and tney show little motivation other than love.
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Therefore, in English literature there was no precedent for a woman liice
Criseyde, who is a uniquely realistic crL-.ractvriza tion.

IV
Chaucer, then, was probably familiar with the Germanic, French and
i"liddle .i!Jlglish literary types, and, if he had not road the ·,10rks referred.
to, it is possible that he read or neard others very similctr to these.
Thus, he would have had an awareness of these different a�titudes toward
and treatments of women in literature as well as an awareness of con
temporary social attitudes toward women and contemporary '.,omen fi6ures.
However, there is another area of literature which definately influenced
his shaping the character of Criseyde, for there can be no doubts as to
Chaucer's familiarity with certain Italian works.

It has btJen mentionned

that Chaucer spEmt some months in Italy (1370) some com. ,1:;:rcial ousim,ss
of lliwabd III.

At the time he was there, Italy was fe0.,__ing the first

stirrings of the early Renaissance.

There was a :1ew type of architecture,

a new and refreshingly vital art, and a new lit<:Jrature embodied for
Cnauccr in the thr;:)e Ic�,lian poets Dante, Petrarch and Boccaccio.
Italian literature as a whole was slow in developinl for several
reasons, including the lack of an Italian langua6e divorced from Latin,
the lack of feudal courts with a cultured elite, and the presence of
a .;reat deal of political upheaval.

Neit.her courtly romanc s nor

national epics developed independently in Italy, and

11

until tne Renaissance,

Italian literature is much more religious tl1an that of ot11er countries. 11
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Love lyrics were the first literary types to appear in the v�rnacular
in Italy and these were brought bJ several visitint?; troubadours of Provence
in the latter part of tne t·"elfth century.

These trouba:iours brought
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but in a highly idealistic manner and Dante's elevated treatment of
a woman, placing her far above himself, is the ultimate e,·pression
of woman's elevation through literature.

To Dante, aey influence that

was a snare of the Devil and a sensuous, designing creature would
have seemed blasphemous, and his reverence and respect for his he,roine
may have been an influence on Chaucer's gentle and lovin6 attitude
toward Cris�yde.

A second literary figure of Ituly who was li.:nown to

Chaucer was the poet Petrarch.

In

11

The Clerk's Prologue, 11 the clerk

states that he heard the story of Griselda, which he is about to tell,
from a learned man in Padua-"Fraunceys Petrak, the lauri�t poete,
Hi ,; h.te this clerk, whos ree,horike ::;weite.
Enl:umy ned all Ytaille of poetrie •.• 01
Many scholars l1ave acsu:ned tnat Chaucer hi.nself wa:;; spc;;aking t.hrough
the clerk and tn,.. t Chaucer had actually 11tot and talked with P->trarch.
However, Lhis conjecturE:: remains unconfirmed, thou6h. it cannot be denied
that the

11

Cantic.:us Troili II of Dook I of Troilus .::m� Cristyde

a fairly clos-.o rendering of Petrarch's Sonnet B8 (In Vita),
non :.\ I 111J2
I:)•

11•
1

•

•

is

S 1 arnor

Still, although the sonnets reveal Pbtrarch 1 s attitude

toward love, this knowledge of Petrarch would setirn to ilave had no
bisible ef feet on Chaucer I s treatment of women, specifically Cx·ist.;yde.
The greatest single influence on Chauct;r 1 s creation of Criseyde
was Boccac:cio 1 s Il : Flostrato, the main source material for Troilus and
Criseyde.

Boccaccio was Chaucer's contemporary and ChauctJr prob�oly

came into contact with Boccaccio I s work while in flilan.

However,

evidence sho·,;s that Criaucer was una1,are of tl1e fact thG.t Boccaccio
wrote tne Teseide and 11 files trato, fur thesi;, ,,ere publist11;:1u. anonymou ly
and Chaucer gives tne fictitious
Troilus � Criscyd"'•

1i;J.me

uf Lollius as his 5ourct.l for

Nevertheless, sinc<.J ll .r'ilostrato was und0ubtedly
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before Chaucer as he wrote his version of this courtly love tale,
the triseyde of Chauces) should possess most of �he characteristics
of the ( Criscida of 3occaccio).

That these t�ro are ver_y different is

a fact tl1at is raadily accepted in the literary world, and this paper
is directed towards an expla:1ation of this difference and a conjecture
as to what may have influenced it.

Before closely exa.'llining tne charact�rs

and characteristics of Criseida and Criscyde, however, it would be
well to quickly study Boccaccio's own primary sources for this story.
Dares and Dictys provided the first inforwation conct:irning Troilus
and Briseis, the name which was chan�ed Dy Bocc�ccio into Criseida.
Boccaccio prooably i<..'lew these sources and Chauco;;r was certainly familiar
with Dares, whom he mentions more than once, as in 'I:he dou:,.�
Book III.

2.f

F'ame,

Dares wrote the more popular ac-:oui,t of �he Trojan \19X and.

his char!;l.cters included Diomede, as well as 'rroilus and Briseida,
although these three are not linked by any romance.
later, or about

Six centuries

1160, Benoit de Sainte-Maure, a French poet, wroL.e

his Roman de Troie, supposedly based chiefly on Dares.

It was .Benoit

who united these three figures and contributed tne love story of 'l'roilus
a,1d Briseida; Guido delle Colonne, another historian of the '£rojan War
mentionned by Chaucer in The House

2.f Fame,

also included the romance

of Troilus and Briseida in his Historia Trojans., written about
11

0ut of Benoit and Guido came Boccaccio I s Il Filostr:...to,

Une Prostrated

By

Love,

11

11
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or

1287.
I
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The

and Chaucer was also familiar with these

two sources, though his shapin6 of Ct'iseyde is mor.:l clearly relatod to
Benoit's version of

11

the doublo sorwe of Troilus • •

11

lOj
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The Troilus story �akes up only part of B�noit 1 s Rom..£!2 d0 Troie
and is told in several passages, intersp(:rs ... d oet•,,reen episodes of the
war.

What emerges is only half of the tale ,•1hich aµpears in Troilus

and Criseyde, for
s0parated.

11

it does not be6in till the lovers are about to be

Their happiness before fortune's wheel had l:ast them down

is implied but not described; and the !:Orro·,,rs of 1'roilus before he won
106
1'hest: thin6s ,,ere added oy Boccaccio
his lady are not even implied. 11
to make the story suit his purposes, which will be discussed in a
moment.

However, J3,moit 1 s Briseida is a most interesting figure and

upon examining h�r there can be no doubt that Ciuucer also drew from
the Roman de Troie, and, for the character of Cris�yde, drew considerably
move than Boccaccio.
In descriuing Briseida, Benoit de Sainte-Maure allows that she
• was more beautiful and more fair and more white than a lily or
than snow on the branch; but ner brows were joined, which a little
misbecame her. 1110 7

Thus, Briseida is not the epitome of perfection, as

are most Hedieval Heroines.
traits:

Immediately, Benoit describes key p1::rson:.tlity

"Greatly was she loved and greatly did she love; but her heart

And she was also very shamefaced, mod�st and kindly
108
II
The stage is set oy tais first offhand
and full of pity .

was not constant.

reference to Briseida I s inconstancy.

1fover theless, she is a woman of

many virtues and, ·nad she not been so well-favored. shtl would have
b een killed for i1er l'ather I s treachery.

There is. however, no mention

of her oeing a widow or of her having a separate household.
Whereas the Criseyde of t,:-ie courtly love rendi.,rin5s of Boccal.!l.!io
and Chaucer ,as concerned that no one ,mow of tier r.:lationship with
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Troilus, Briseida
her love.

11 •

•

•

had given herself to him, both her body and

Most men knew of that. 11
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Benoit's reason for the addition

of this fact may have been to acid more pathos to the scene of Briseida 1 s
departure fro:n Troy, when all the city grieves with the lovers.

Then,

too, Benoit was obviously not writing according to the stipulationf of
t h e courtly love code and, therefore, the critE.:rion that such a love
affair be a cland0stine arrangerneot between the lovers only is not
observed.

So, ther1:: are different environl:1t;;nts to oe considered in a

comparison of tne characters and actions of Benoit's Briseida,
Boccaccio's Criseida, and Chaucer's Criseyde.
Briseida I s reaction to the news that she •,:ill have to leave Troy
is very emotional and typically feminine:
11 Alas • • • what a fate is mine when the city where
I was b:)rn forsakes me ti1us! Even to a s'-'rvant of
lowest rank it would have b'-'en a great shame. l
know no king, or duke, or count who new honours
or L>efriE;nds me. Henceforth nou tears will wet
my face every day without respite. Ah, Troilus,
what trust I put in you my fair secret love.
Never hence.f orth in your life will anybody love
you :nore than i. 11 110

She is distracted by her grief and feels helpless and unlovc;d.

In

this situation and in th& actual departure, Briseida is very close
to Criseida and Cris0yde.

There is no derth of characterization,

for Briseida merely expresses emotions one would expect from any
woman in her circumstances.

A little later in the story, Benoit

does show his knowledge of the human nature o f Briseida, but for
the moment, he is content to forcast the future:
"• • • if the damsel herself is afflicted, she
will in time be c:.t peace a,rain; shu will soon have
forgotten.her grief and:chan�ec.i h(;r feeling .., ,
so th..,t those of Troy will be of small a;count to
lier. If today she has soi·row, she will ·h�\Vt;, joy
again. • • Soon she will nav8 chan6eu hur love ·
soon she will be comfo:rtt;)d once more. • • • nll 1
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characteristic of understandin6 the workings of a m.an 1 s mit1d, anti can
us& this against him.

However, Diome<le 1 s answering speech is one that

would appeal to a 1-wman Is heart:

a declaration of love :1nd

for some return of this love on tier part.

:cl

plea

Being soft-hec.rtod, f\..nninine

and easily-flattered,
11 the darnsc:l was well pleased, and she rejoiced much
and was glad that he was in her :oowc)r. To take
the place of his peimant she gave hi:11 toe:: right
sls;;eve off her arm • • .Henceforth 'l'roilus may
know th:.it it will be usele1;;s for him to wait 1or
her any lopger. Her love towards him is destroyed
11Ilo

...

.

The reader was carefully p1·0parad for Bris..,ida I s ,;tCt of infiu.vli ty,
for Benoit cmnments upon this early in the story:

: 1 Fickle and infirm,

her fecJ.ings were very soon chan:;bd; vsry weak and. inconstc.nt w.:i..s her
heart. 11
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However, one is not prepared for 1:SrisC;;ida 1 s reaction to

her inconstancy.

Benoit

u • • �ad the sympathetic imagination to rL.aliz..,
how she would feel uft�r llt: had b1.:;trayoci 'l'L·oilus,
and viith a. Frenchm.:i.n Is inter.a st in human omotions
he gives her 2.. dozen lines to say that ar0 a small
mast<;; piect:1 of 9sychologlcal ac:curacy. .::ihe is u
thoroughly be:}.ievable wornan, in her re rots, in
her fear of whe.t people will think ol' hu , in the
excuses she makes to herself for heir ,.;onduct, and
in hei· patnetic resolves to do bett"'r in tl10
future.11118
H.c..i. .. ords tell t,he state of her heart:
11Hencei'orth no good will be written of i11e, nor any
good song. No such fortune or happiness will be
mine henceforth. J:;vil and s"'nseless was tny thou,;;ht,
I deem, -.-rhen I betrayed my lover, for he deserved
it not at my hands. I ·navr.::: n:>t Jone as I should;
my heart should hav0 been so set and fixed on him
t:,at I should have list8ned to no other. I was
fals;;, and inconstant and mad when I ge.V8 he�d to
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words; by words the wise and 11ost cunning are
deceived • . • I have done shame most horriblt.) to
dams0ls and rich maidens. 11y treacht;ry and. my ill
deeds will always be told to them. • • Thos0 whom
he / ·rroilus / lo%d I should have love<l, and
those 1,ho would .seek his harm I should ,wve hated
and avoided • • • It irn.d not "oet-n thus \•rnre I still
in tne city. Hy heart would :1ever have thoug;c1t of
wavering or changing, but in this pi.ace I was
without counsel and with a friend and ,-d.thout a
loyal cham9ion. • • lfow that I cannot haV's him,
nor he �ne, I give and surrender mys�lf to Diomede.
Dearly should I like to i1ave this ooon--that I
should not remember what I hc:.ve done in the past
• • • Hy conscience reproach..,s me, \�hich ,.,reatly
torments my heart. But I must tn.cn ;, 1.l iny heart
and mind to Diomede from tois time forth, willingly
or unwillin6ly, since he looks to me for lovc,11
that he may be hapjJY and joyous therin. • • • 11 9
This depth of insight. into feminine psychology was ove.clooirnd by
Boccaccio, who shows no inte;rest in the full development of tne character
of Criseida; out ChaucE::r reco;;nized the ,,rorth of this element of Bunoit I s
Briseida and, with his unique ability to fashion believable and w�ll
founded fictional personalities, he contributed an even ��reater
literary perception of •,foman through his po :·trayal of Crist..yde.
Dares Phrygius, Benoit de Sainte-Maure and Guido delle Colonne
provided the bare esse;ntials of th<:: Troilus and Criseyde rc..lationship,
but it was Giovanni Boccaccio who really assembl�d these facts into a
story with unity and purpose.
Giovanni Boccaccio did not si.nply decide one, day to writ0 a long
na1·rative poem based upon the Troilus and Briseida episod<._;s in Benoit
de Sainte.1'1aure I s Roman de �.

In truth, the motivating factors ouhirid

the creation of Il Filosi:-rato are essontial in understanding Boccaccio's
CrL;l':lida.

Accordinr; to the Proem of IJ. Filostrato, Bocc.:.tccio wo.s

feeling sad and lonely because of Lue absence of his la:Jy, lfari;.; d I Aquine,
11 And

and decided to find some outlet for his grief.

the way ,-las this:

that, in tl1e person of somebody str icken with love as I was and am, .L
should tell my sufferings in song. 11
that would

oe
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After meditating on old stories

sui tabh, for his subject, Boccaccio states:

11 Nor

J.id

another come to my mind more suited to m;.:et my n,.ed t:1an t.h0: valiant
young l'roilus, son of Priam, most, noble king of Troy.

lor inasmuch as

his life • • • was saddened by love ,.nd by his bdy- being .Lar from him
after Criseida, so dea��ly loved, was rtstor.-:d

to

her father Calcha:;,

my life after your going hence has beL;n much lik0 unto 1• t. 11 li::.

l

Thus,

Troilus is reprc:sentativ"' of Boccaccio and Criseida is r8prest:Jnt2..tive
of Haria d I Aquine, two very real people ·.,hose character traits must
have been transfered in some degree to t.heir ficti�nal countdr�arts.
Boccaccio was a;-;are of the courtly love tradition in literature ancl
chost: this mode of conduct for his hero and ,r1eroine.

In his discussion

of Il E'ilostrab as a courtly love poem in 'Ehe 1''ilostratv cif Giovanni
Boccaccio, N.E. Griffin ma:<es this co:rJnent:
ifo pcet of r-he later Hiddl0 Ag. s who undertook to
compose a love story for the delectation of the u.pper
circles of society could a fford to ne 0;bct cE:irtain
well-established rules of literary procedure which
prescribed tr1e naturE: of thl! relations:,i ;:i ·,rhich
should subsist between his nero anct his :1Groine
at1d the principles of conduct ,;hich should govern
them t.nere±u.
There were in the circumst.;mces in which Boccaccio
found himself during his sojourn at Naples vxcef,donally
urgent reasons \/hy rw in ptcr e,icul.::!r should i1aVb
paid especial heed to the observance of t:,L: se rules
of Courtly Love, as t 1ey wen, called. For it was
as trrn son of a Florentine money-lender that he had
come tnere--not thE: b0st of roco:.,rnendations for
one who sought tu win f.:une �s 1.1. µoet in tn t aristocr.11tic
environment. How bett,i:.,).' c0uld he hoµ0 to ov(:Jrcome
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the prejud.�ces certa:im to be cherished against
one rbared in tl1E: sordici atmosphere .Jf ,:1 uoc.ly of
convE:ntions with which only Lhe ;.:,entle and hii,.;hborn
were supposed to be L.milL,rrl22
To boccaccio, Criseida was a courtly love heroine, who woulc!. act
and react uccording to a certain coue, c.nd she
upon an actual womc1.n.

W-3.S

uls;, modelled

These t·.-m e.l.l:Jtnents plus the �)recedents drnwn

from Benoit de Sainte-Haure, Guido delle Coloime, and Dares and Dictys
comoine to give thE: Crisbida of Il Filostrato cerL.in \JE::ll-defined
traits.

Sne is essentially a sensual, S\Jlf-cent8red c:.nd r�L.tively

superficial woman who follows e:.:sily c.he dictates of her ema:>tions
The character of Crise;ida has no great depth or dtvelopment because
Boccaccio w�;_s more interested in Troilus, who repres,,nts .i3occaccio
hL1self.

After Criseida leaves Troy, a leave-taking f:...r l8ss elaborate

than that described oy Benoit de Sainte-i"iaure, s.1e practically disa 1 ,pe ars
as an active character and her G..Ctions, wi til one exception, are simply
reported by the author.

•rnere is no poignant exprl!ssion of bor grief

over her infideli�y to Troilus, but she shows herself instead to be
an opportunist who tries to play both ends against the middle by
keeping both 'l'roilus and Diomede on

1

er ho:;k until tt1e end of L,he

war decides which fish it would be more profitable to haul in.
Ther e is a decided difference beti-reen Boccaccio I s Crisuid .. and
Chaucer Is Criseyde that may stem from many facto:cs.

It should be noted

that while Boccaccio had in mind an actual person when hE: created
Criseida, Ci1a.ucer wa:.., not limie,ed by any such real image.
was not writing a poem

to

flatter au particular
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In Book I,

this boo 1-c is concerned for the most part with Troilu,; :.rnd hi.s
love and "after" love behavior.

11

bef'ore 11

Both ;rnthors 1ppr·ise the r·e,.1der of t:1e
0

basic fact of the desertion of the see, Calchas, who leaves hehind in
Troy a daughter, a widow named Criseida (or Cris,�yde, depending on Lhe
version).

There is a description of the be�uty and worthine�s of

this lady, but prior to this Chauc9r inser·!,s the f)3Ss:1ge:
Now hadde Cc.1Jkas left in tr1is rnesch;:mnce,
Al unwist of this false and wikked dede,
His daughter, which th�t was in gret pen�unce,
For of hire lif she was ful sore .i..n dreds,
As she th;:it nyste what was best to rede;
For bathe a widewe was she 1nd 1llone
Of any frend to whom '1'1he dorste hire mone. 12�}
In this way, Chaucer culls an immediate symp<lthy for Cri:,eyde
,'1nd at the s,�me time drops clues to her ch.::iracter.

Accor.dinr, to

this p;�ssoge, she is an innocent r,i.rl, unde.r st.::ind;1bly ;1rnci ou:-; nhou t
her peculiar situation in Troy and one who must rnak,� her own
decisions.
Boccaccio I s Criseid::i is very emobonaJ
and

11

,.:i

bout the c · rcums �,;:inces,

sorely afflicted to find herself ;::imid such a thre:1 teni ni-;

outcry, in sad garments ,3nd shedding tear::., threw hers ell' on her kne

'!i

at Hector's feet, and with very pitiful. voi.ce and Jook, elCcu:;.ini; hers,:l['
and accusing her father, made tin end of her speech by cr;1vinr, mere_y. 11 1?.'/
The same scene depicted by Ch;::iucer is equally as Louchi.n1,;, but, .le:;r;
emotional., for he merely states th;:it:
. . . Oh knees she [Tl bi. forn Ee tor :idnwn
With pitous vois, and tendrely wepyn�r,'
His mercy bad, hirse lven ex.1;usynge. le.. 1

From Chaucer there i:, no sugge;�tion of bi.tter 1 wrd::.; from Cri:;e;jde
against her f.1t1ier as there i�, in Gocc:.:icci

I

s ver::,ion.

Tl-i:i.:; rl i. tf8rence

is consistent o.nd may he another clue to e::ich ch:irac ter.

L2ter in

the story, when Criseida discovers she is to oe traded to tlie Gree'cs ::it
her father's request., her words :ire:
11

0 my father, base and disloyal to thy country, 1'loe
¼Orth the hour th�t so evil a thouqht entered thy
breast as to wish to join the Greehs and 1c.Jve tie
Trojans! Would to God U1ou wert !ife±8�s in the
deptrs of hell, tho'lL b,1se dot.::1rd. • "· '--/

R�1ther strong sentiments from one v-Jho is "so f;iir and so L i.1(e

;.in

.-an;�el 11 l

In comp;:ir.Lson, Cllr.iucer's Cri.seyd"')'s compla-L nt �;eern::.; more n·1tur:1l:
thyn be �11 this ;:;:mne ! " ,.,'.lQ
,

'O

11

Criseyd� seems to bo 1

faitbful :1nd lovjng dauc;hter, one '·Jho c,'.HJ. )verlr)o'< hr.r fatLcr 11-3 s.i.i1�;,
1

for when she meets i1ith C-1lc ,,:1s ,1cain in the Gree,, cnmp, :,he ·.in not
cold and sullen as is Criseida, b1J t ::;11":! m:::tches hi,; joyfu.L gre�t_;inr;:
She ;:;eyde el', she was f;\yn ,1 i th hym r,o rnct0.i .
Ane st od forth rm1wet, milde, ,md rnonsuete.· 3l
In comparine the tlvo i:-10men in attjtude or e.Jch toward C.::tlclws, on.,
notes that Criseida is self-centered ond irrit:.1 ted .1 t ::t yone 1 hr) com
1

between her and her desires, ,Jhile Criseydfl pos;:;e.:-:ses

;:i

\t:

'.-1001, nly s,Jf Lnc.::;:::

of heart and an ability to judge circumst:mces through botl1 mind. nnd hr;:1r-L.
Both Book I of Troilus o.nr.1 Criseyde anr Can to I
pr8sent nnotber important hint :.ls to thn chnracLP,r o

r1

t' Il ':i lo .., t.ra t,o
Cr i.c,cyrl.c ··,ml

Criseida in the descriptions of tt,e heroi.ne when fir�, t. :;con b;,r Tro: Ju c;
in the temple c1t the fea,.,t of t},e P.c:illadium.

Rotl1 poc l,:..; descr.i.bc l t cr

-'.'ls being dressed in blac'.c, :iltltour;ll Ch:mcer cmp:·1::1:.:;i7,e:, Lhn fact ti1.::1L

e n.nd st:i.J.le z,llone,
• • • ::;tood ful low in Etel brE.xle,
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no suggestion of womanly self-;1:•i8!'8ne3s, but more .:, sug,�eotion (,i' p.:;r[,O'l-·
£1,..J::irene::s::::, if there is suer!

3

thing.

herself =::is Cr-Lseyde in 'I'rojm1 society.

This is Criseyde f.i.rrn1y as.,crtin��
The g;:i,p bebieen the t110 dpproacl i •,'u

to the heroine in this scene is more obv.Louc, 1,1)ien one see;:; t.h:J t, Rocc;1ccio
notes that n. • • in her loo\ tbere shmied for Lh WJm�mly pr i.d -. , 11 bu i-,
Chaucer states that
• • • the pure 1.Jise o: hire rnevyng8
Shm-1ed wel that men my[;ht in ·1ire .:�c[jqc
Honour, eutat, and 1wmr11anl:_;r noble.:1::;c. ·- _.,:,i
In tbis comparison of a fe,J ·worcb, tue basic difference::; in U!O pcrc;,)n:1lit0!.n:;
o:f Criseid1-1 o.nd Criscyde become more mar':ed -1nd t·r::v0,;_1lirJ:�.
In Book II :Jnd Canto II, much _i_::; rnvec1lr_:r1 ·,lio1_1t trw h.eroine or thP.
romance.

This book encompa3SP.S ti1e vi.c:::U:,s or. Parnbru.0 Lo Cr··i s�yrl r; � 11,i 1 10, r

reaction to ti·1e ne',it3 Uwt Troilm; loves her.

A clo::;e examinati,)n

r)f'

UH�

actions and reactions of the hero:mes of Troilus �� Cr-i 0eyc1� ,.tnrl
Il Filostrato cle;)rly indicates b 1.1sic di.fCc,renccs 'oct1•!c•en Cr:i.:icydr? ,1rnl
Criseida 2.nd brings Lo mind ,1gain the question, "1%y is Lherc �' '.iif fr •cncn?"
Before leaving Troilus to talk wiU1 Criseida, P::ind.'.Jru0 111:11(=?.ti 1
significant 3tatement:
1
J • • I believe th::d:, every· lady J.e:1 d:.; 0m .-.11 11oro1Js life in
her wishes, and that naught but, Cenr of sh.':Jmc hoJdu her
back; and if full contentment:, can br, g.i.vc-m to .s,Jch i.1 de::3ire
1vit:-1out loss of honour, he wlto tD 1 ce:3 lv�r not i.-; a .L'o<,1,
and not overrauch, I th:i.nk, doe::; t 1c; pcn-:,1 ty- c;ri.eve lier.
Hy cousin is a widow -:1nd desirous; .1nd i.f she 'J )l'O. to rlr,11:1 u,,
I should not believe her. 11 136

This comment about Criseida 1 s character from l�r own cou��n cHnnot be

ta\rnn liGhtly, and mny repretrnnt Boccaccio Is own opj_f fi on of' ti18 i i r�1•u.l.no;

.tm-1ever, Criseida does ultim;,itcly sho,1 herself to he "do:.;.i.r0us, 11 �.,.-J ,_;ucn
a suppoaition is not unjustified.
'l'he first vi.sit, of Pandarus to Cr:i.seyde i.:.;

crnd 'o.:r Chaucer to subt l iJ

unfold the charact8r of his b0 ' )-i...ne, :mcl his prim:.1ry model, Boccaccio,
1

could be t 10 different 1·1omen pl:1 ,8d :i.n V,e s-1.me <:::"t rcum:; bncc::;.

One couJ_rJ

this paper to a reasonable length, co only tile mn::;t .i.rnport;.int p0i�1t1� 1-1jJ.l
be noted.

Also, it rni�ht prove too conf.uc·' llG t•J ,1 LLempt n pro::..on,,.;eci cutn-

parison of ti te two scenes, so eo.ch ,Jorl-:: :J i 11 br, considcre\:l scp;u•;1 t,cly
1

11efore dra,,inc sicniLLcant par•;.1llal:.:;.
In Il Filostra to, Panda nm and Criseida :1re f,hown to be clo.se ,ind
aimiable friends, and Criseida l-18.Lcomes her couc)in ,Ji th ;.1pparent 8nr':ermi.,:;,
greetine him from :-3far.

After a fei• moment� of ].j rely t.�1lk, P:inchr1J::;

gazes long ,:md U1oughtfully at Cr"i�;eida and her re::1cti rm :;r:em�, very n1C11rn t:
"1Uidst thou never see me before, cousin, that thous sL1re:;L ·1L 11187 1 111]7

'l'his is naturol human curiosi t,y.

Hm-.1 ever, :"1hEm P:mclaru:; ropl ic�; r,ll:) t :,1 1 ,

3eems more beautiful t,han usu.,.11 and that she r1a1; more to be t1 ,::111\r.ul J.'or
than other women, her immediate query is:

now than in the past? 1 1113°

1111/IJrwt 1;1c·1nG Lh:Ls?

1.Jh,y mnrc

Bvidently, Crj seida ha:.; been very co1 t.rm l,

;.-iith !ierself and uitl! her circurnst,ances, but she it, ._. ,,•om·m nnc1 c1c�:.;:i. 1• 8:::;
P:mdarus' revelat,ion that }rnr beauty is tltc undoing of a gr)odly man,

11 I

r )I •

my door, not do I ::n.01-1 if he :i_s ::;ee',::i11;,; Lo c:;e8 me or rnuning of other
things.111 1·\0

Thirs is another 0tr1tomenl, of Cri:Jeir:, 1 :; ,Jo1.v:mly f;,:1lf.-:rn,1rcnc:..;s.

In the next sectl.ons, Panc'laru,:; culo[;i7,eS tbe ch;1r:'-lcter of t],e ad111.Lrr;r
•,rithout revealing the n;irnc ana wlrr1onishes Cr:i.:,eid .., to ?).VE- her lovr) to l,1\j_;
man.

Her ansver is e<.;_ui vocnl:

he first become my husband?

1

11

Who clJould have hL:. plec.1 sur8 o.f. me unl0s:';

Dut tell ine, 'Jho is t:.1ds, is he

or a citizen tltat is so 3tricken b::r me?
,11lhl

right to tell me

.ci

t,trnn�_i;er

Tell me 'if thou vii l t- i f it if;

Thus, she shows the proper outrHRerl feminine

dignity .::it be:i.nG so approached, m·xed :·::Ltl, the inevj table feminine vaniLy
and curiosity as to who this would-be lover mie;ht be.

The revel:1 t:i.on or

the name of Troilus comes soon enoue;h, and Criseid-1 is clearly shnken,
although her response is in accordince with what vociet,y v:ould dict::tte nc.:
correct.

She begins by reproachinr, P,mdarus that he of nll people ::;hrm1d

ma 1 e such a demand of her honor; she aclmowledges the ,Jortl!liness o(
Troilus; then, as a 1,1idow should, she dee] ares tl1a t

11
•

•

•

::;ince rny 11.uslwnr

was taken from me my desire has always been for from lovo, nnd my hoort is
still sad over his grievous death . • . O·evcrtheler;s, :·lH) does not Cl1L th()
opportunity short, but adds) j.f ;.1r1y1Jody sl1ould r:ome to ri"ve fTI.Y love, .i.l
truth, I should £(Ve it to him, if only I bel.iovec :it:, Hou.ld do 11im ph:J:mrc.
But • • • such desires as he now !ins cire common Lliin1 (ti

or six and then lir,htly pass. 1111�-2
next breath f;ighs,

111

,

nrl lnst 1'0111· d..-1:r:;

.�. '·.noulng :; Latet,1cnL fro111 one ,,.,ho �n Lr l '::

It befits me to remain virtuous! 1 11 1.\J

?anclcJrus j_,3 slighted by Criseicb' :; respon;._;e, but he is not, conple Lcly
resourceless, c.md he 1�i·Jes evidence of hi:':; ��oon c;.7le,w1c1.n::;1d.p in '.:: l.'.)ltf. ·rnr:1

aiJay thy beauty. 1 nlU+

This e idently strikes

,-::i

rer:iponsive chord in

Criseida, for she seems to surrender her previoirn "no" into

:1

t ,native

• tell me if I can ,yet h.::ive the solace and [,port
7 l, r'.
of love, and in what manner thou did:::;t first t.sike 10te o� Tro"1.lus. 1 n--•.,"yes" in saying:

Ill

his role 0f flc1tter ,rLt'n e;reat eJ.oquence, t'.wn :>cgs her to rlclivGr Tro-.i lu:-;
from "bitter death."

"

Her ons -.1 er is 2f;.'.lin inrUcatj_ v e or her h::rnic n,,J.-1.urc,

• • for alrcad:l vas she stric\cn by Jove • • • '�-h, I

I must needs please thee, �nd he is ,,rnrthy of i.1:,.

:.:;P.P,

;11tct.:1er l1iy

Let it be r.moug11·

L11:1�,

But to escape skw1e and perchcmce worse J pr.1y ld.m to be

I see him.

Criseida thus lets hersel

discreet .

seem to ;icquie::.::ce, but,

she is not committed in definite termr; to completely f1Jlfi1l U1r. dei;ire:;
of Troilus.

Boccaccio Is Crit,eid3 is

<1

1-1ise ;rnd :aJ.cu.L t.i nz woIn-:m in every

sense, and she is all worn.an.
The same scene as has just been doscribert is Lransfnrmod in Troil11s
and Cri.seyde, cmd the main factor :\.n t:1·i ..s l:.r:-ir1:, t'ornntion i.:i the cl1·,n;_'.c ;n
the actions and reactions of the hero:l.ne.

P:mr1nrut_; cornc:3 t,o C:ri.r;r�yd. ) ',; 11nu::0

to find her with compcmy reanin�� :i. roI.1,rnce c>.f '1'1,ol,e,:.
to Moy.

The pl,1yr1.1! P:mrhrn :-., ,

Cri.seyde' s horrified response i.s not full./ con'1:i.nc:i.n,;; tbu fecl.:.n �

th�1t :31le gives is th;1t she feels bound h;;r convention, but 1,Jould ot,Jier'·l'L�,c
love to hnve fun:
"Is that c1 11id8i�es J.ef, soJ God ye,,1 sr1vc?
By God, ye ma1rnn me ryght E:oore .:1dr.c,rJ !
Ye bert so �,1ylde, it [>Cmeth as ,'/8 :nvc.
It sate Ine �,el bet, o.y in .1 c;:ivc
'l'o t">�dde ,Jnd rede 0n hody ...,eyn t.c:-: ly·m:,;
ll<1t rinyden:-; Gem to cbunee, ·nicl. J 1 rn;;r� '··'.Y'✓ v;. 11 ·11-·• "!

, /

1.)1 >

That she is not one hundred per cent sincere in tlris is evidencAd by t11e
fact th�t she has been reading and enjoying� rom�nce of Thebc� n� �ell
as by the fact that she l:i. ves her 01,m life, tnkinf?: c,:1re of herself.
Pandaru;-:; soon settles d01m to the ousiness t,} 1 c1t brour,h L him to :.-, ,P
Criseyde and teases her by s-:tying th:-it he could tel1 her somethinG plcnsanl,.
She immediately jumps to the bait and her ferdninc curiosity is slimm
throughout the scene to be a strong character trait.

:i3y her 1t1ords, it is

not clear v-ibetJ,er or not she i:3 ,.ware of whal� bcr uncle ir, · e.:i.ding tip t,{),
but her flirt.:itions imply tlwt <;he h:rn _,ome

r e.:ts o[ her 01-111:

"For aJ. t�1is ,-iorld ne 1rnn I re den ,.iho. L
It shoJ.de 'en; some j;:ipc, I trowe, it is,
Hy· '·'it, :i.:-; _r or t' ,1rcde l. L .'.'ll to lecme.
ll 0
l\.s help me God, I not nnt uh:•t ye 1nccne." 1·
Criseyde is either singularly hor,es t-, ond open or she 'i.s ,-ri �;e in the w;:1y,;
of prying secrets from others.

Tryint� another tac':, sr1c s:,J:=: ·,1·i th

.J

:;

i 1:,11:

"Nm-1, uncle myn, I nyl yow nour;ht d.L:::;pler��'
Nor c1 en more th3 t mo.:r do :rou d :i.sese. 111 "
AlthouglJ it is perfectly clear tJ-i;it ::,he j_s clyinr:, to 1 rnm 1 \•1h:1 I. P:_md-::n1:;
is referring to, Cri.seyde feigns 8. dul;iful desire not to tr:1 tD .L0,:-1r11
sometbing thnt her unc1e doe:, not ,iant her to 'mo1,1, hr)p:i ng Lk1 t
of disinterest will spur P;:i,ndaru,; to disclo,3c tld :::, ex.citing nP-w�,.

·r1 1 c.{

tal'-c of this ond that, of the \•Jar, of Hector, o.nd Uien, con, enient·!y
enough, Criseyde mention::, Troilus, and Pnnct:iru s se:i.7,ec:- Lhe 0ppr,r 1-,un i tv

another comment Uwt forces Cr"weydc to forge all p::·etenfrn and sl·o1J l,or

such a relciti.0m,hip, mid she .i.:� c1u.i.c 1 � to sen�;,-=:: l:,h:1 l:, there :L;; 1::•)r.e irnpl i r.\rl
thz'n Pand.::irw� is telling her.
Criscyde, 1-Jhich herde hym :i.n tLis 11:,.se,
Tb0u�hte, "I sh, l felen ,,1h:ii; he rnenctrt, y11i.:,. 11
n�Tr),i em," quod she, 11 '.,h.t ','0lrle Je 8',:i::;c?r:'
I."1h::1t :i.3 youre reed I ,,Jv:,l.rle d,:m 0r. Lh:L::.:? rrl;:,O
to her own purposes.

At P.:rndaru::; 1 ::,ui�gec;ti.on Lli·1 t, sl.P. r;i 're nll lH')r !r1'r0

to T!·oilus, Cr:i.seyde begins to 1,:ecr,, repro:0 c!,j_n;:{ lier uncle, of ;ll.l. pr:r.>p.1c,
for wishing to bring her dishonor.

:Ter rcac t:Lon bc1 i ttlci_; 1,l ,r, nc•;1; but, m;,./

be a disf_;Ui..se for the ,,iay she really ree:__0 ;,]Jou t s11ch ·, :irop,_y;;1J., f'cJr 1;J,cn
S' 'nt..
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virtuous, but; she puts this t.houGht c1nt of rniud 1),'' :;;ny.Ln i th-,1; :J110
cDreful to keep her rJesire ::::ecre L.

I)
..

11.i. 1

1_ be

i\f.' t.er all, sh8 te1lf,; \wr"] 1 r·, ::.;. 110 i :_; no l

get tine a.ny younger -1.nd besides, "1 I ·�n01-1 no l<1d:r in Uris J.:.md ,,.i tll0111� ·1
lover .

,"..nd to do ;,.s others do is no sin ;_: n 1 c;.,n be bl mr�rl

Obviously, the "Everybody else does i.V' e,�cusc h;r no tuc.:ntir:.t11 CP,nf-,1,ry

She displt:1.YS her bc,sic sensu::il n:1 l,urc in :

r i1·y cl-i.�3:.n"rnin;� ;;pccch
1

i.ci1

1; ..

"And no,J :i.s not, a time to t::i 1�e a hu:, lnud; .1nd ev,m ,-1cr8
it, to keep one's freedom .i.:.; J/ C:u• L1,r; 1.::\.r-er c)1r)ice.
Love t.h::it comes Crom ::.;uch n f icrncLJ,:i.p i:-; ·;h,�1�r:: 1w>re
1-rnlcome to lovers; and let be:ml;y be 1:.; r,re:1t :1:; 1,,1L)\1
.;il t.; it .i.s soon st1le to im::;l.nncL;, for t.:1ey :1rc cvor
lusting a.fter some new trd.ne. ',i: ter got 'oy s te1H,l\ .i.i'
c1 far sweeter thinf; th2n vii.no possc::;secl :i.,., ;_ bunchncc:
so the hidden joy o.f love <,lUite surp:1 .. 1:.:es t1 ;,l, o. ho.lc1in1_:
a hu:::;bcind ever in one's �1rms. 'T.'bereforc, w:.\come e:,gor
ly thy sweet lover, ,�hoi,e comini:; h:Js :,�;::::uredly 1- ccn 97dained for thee by God, and ;:;;-1tisCy hi;; ;,_r)I; rle;;,i_r8. 11·" ,O

fore, Criseidn is recorded as

hnv.nc

miserable life vij_ll be hers with " love1· · f do· i ·.� r: .i.l ,· t;c r;n11·1, �,Ii<' ,, ni:l.•1n
1

state emotiorwl turmoil .-md jealou:..:y tl1,- t '.·!UL bP- lier�]; lJl'.i rd, llH'\
po�rn:Lbili ty thc1t this desire i.s m8rcl:,r c1 pc1s�.,;:i.nt: fancy 011 L)H) l :n: I� nf
Troilus and that he ,,iill leave her 11s.rrmJfu1 ;md d:L:·]hono1n�d:; ;1nct 1.-,:::;t·,,
that if th:i.s "arnour" is m,1de public 1mo ,1 led;:i;c, t1l1e �.ii.11 J.m;e her good n;1me.
The sequence of 11er ;:rnxi.eties j_c impor t,;:,nt, to 11otr.;! Ln C'), 1p:tr. itL'_: l.l ci ,.10r,l:;;

7i
The turning point for C isei.da co 1e::; ,.:hen Tro:.lus p.Jsr;e:, her hou;:r.1 ,.; i l.,l1
Pandarus, intent on seeing i r tl1ore i.:.; �niy clt�'n u e in her nv1mir�r.
what came to pnss.

llShn

She sho','ed Ler[-,e1f ne:i. U:er hauchti.l:,r nor ::,cornrul

towards Troilus, but 1,1 ith modesty :;,he 100 1 '.cd <,te:dily al, l1irn r>vcr ':lor r,:,;l�t,
shoulder. nl6l

(This act.i.on �,,oulcJ pr0b:.1 ::ily be bc�tter de:� ,r.i.bcr'l a::; lJl:1 i.;1n 1,

than modest, but l�hic, of course, ncprmrb on the poi(,t, or vtm,:

t:r-J.h�

rJ\'

i'r)t:r1.k,)

Th.s si.ght of Troilus i:-; evidcntl;/ cno JE.;h t,o clccidc (:ri.1�1;:i.rl:1, l'u:r·
• tl,nt coldness tli:) L had hLld Cl'isciG ·i unccri.,c1in \·.'i)_i.ch
path to choose fled c1w�1;,: a::; :3l1e pr,3i.sed ]1·is trFir,ncn,, hie,
ple,ls<:mt bearin;;, and h Ls courte.sJ; 'J.nr. i.,o suddenly 1.1 ·3
;�he tc1'.�en th:-it sl1e de:Jired him beyond :: lJ 0Li1cr ;_;00,1, -,_ml
;_;r j e red much over the time .,h:- h-1.d lor:; t •!hen ::;i10 hw1 .ot
known hi::; love.162
There.fore, it is clear that Cr.i.seida 11.::is c rm3cio11:.;lJ surrrmrforcd to 'l'roi lw:
Chancer' s Criseyde h;:is ,'.l more innocrmt ;.ij_r til:111 h8r nll-:-�1l'J1 .i 1�g
predecessor.

She pos:3esses

8.

qt1.-.l.iLy of soCtnecr: t),;;L i:-; :1,3:-;oc·i.:1l,1Jtl 1:i[,,1

true fem·ninity, and her expressions of rc:1r, indeci.:-;ion ·ind dc,;ir0. to 1 J e
'.-rell-thought-o.f EJdd greater demerJ:Jion to her appeal :-1�, n '")t1i:wi.

Tn

ponderin� all tl1at ho.3 }J,:ppencd, 8rL o de is troubled, but seec: n,) rc:i:.;on
for timidity on her part,
For m8n may love, of possibillte,
l\ �;omri1c1n so, his he rte 1,1,1y l.ob:ces t,c,
/\nd �;he n:rn0ht love ayeir1, but :iY 11:Lrc
There i:J no indication tl:wt she greotlj' f;1'.ror:, ;1c cpt-in,; 'T'roiluc.:, ;1or .1�;
there c1 sir:;n that she reject,::.; the propos,tl cnLiri�ly.

cl.ecisi )n in ::my m-1.tLe;r .
1

...

SLi.11, tlti:., :;l,-tl,r)r1t .. nt

Perh:3.ps Gh-:iu.cer s<'!, 1 neod .l'or J'10rc t·mgi'oJo rnoti '.mt,j on b8h ind Cr i ,,;r.yrk 1
considera Lion of an a.f.firmo. tl·✓ e or negD.tivc re.:;ponse to Tro�.lu:.,;.

;

Tl1c ;1c l,j_ n

does not proceed ,Jit.1 the so.me type or i.1Jr.l.e.cLd.v0 monoJ.oi_;un that j_s l'ouncl :i.n
the 11 Filostr8to.
to pass the house

Instead, at this point Chaucer 1nr.1\·es Tr,>ilu:::; Jiappon
0.L'

Criseydo on 1-iis 1· l,urn i:'ror,1 '.'. fjerce lnLl.J.r..

'1'; 1 0

author tnlrn3 great pa:i.ns to der,;cribc: the: /tJUll6 lwro :i.n glo:,: uc tcr::1::, �.')
th:.1 t the reader is able to ::;ee Tr r.,iluo =:,.�; CriscJr1c does.

Tn ::;,,r�1·c Lly

spot by ·i:,he :.;houts from the e,;'Lreet,
••• gan al hj_� chore aspicn,
And leet .i.t so :::;of tc i.n hire herte s�m]rr.,
Th;:-1t to hires elf she S8Jde, n•.n10 ,v� r me drynl,:c?"
For of hire 0"1en thou�r,:iL she �-:ex al rr,8d,
Remembryng hire ri6h t thm:, " ,0, V1:i :_; i�, he
1:Jhic}l tho t:, myn uncle ::,·,:eri LJ.l he moqt be doed,
Bu L I on hym r;,1,,e mercy ond pi tee.11
And :-iith that thou;,ht, for pure ·1i;g1 med, fj]1e
Gan in hire hed to pulle .•.• 1� 1
1

The subtley of this moment is profound, for Criseyde ·i.c:i :Jo i 1prcs;.,;ecl Ly Ll i A
figure of Troilus that sh8 lets it sin 1-� into her he,irL c:ind 111urmcr::; to
herself that she feels as if someone has given her �l love poL:bn.

T.n:;l.c:1d

of using her reason, as s}1e usuL,nlJ.y does, Cri' eyde lv,:J r.or oner:: G i vcn
her emotions.

'dith shar�e and cmbnrT.:l:3,,ment :-3}1c

·

1 .1\

Lo

e·1 J.j_;',eL; Ul'I t, l),j:.,; :i :: Ll.c

man that PundD.rus ha.s s�1id will die if che doP.s noL t ..1 1 rn pit�, on l1i1n, :mil
r3he quickl�r drm,s a\Jay from the ,-:indow to br]ein ·J deep in Lro:..;pcc L i.,)t1.
,l\.3 Criscyde thinks .:1bout ull t,l1.1t ·is :i.n favor of Troilu::;, ::;iic .i.;: 1.1n:, l,
movr,d by tlJe f;:ict that his pairw of l )VC ;ire f'or her .:md th::. t ii, :rnulc1 lie .1
1

pity to let such a man die.

She .seemi, to be r.· __ :,tLcred tll·1t ho }1;;,::; cho!Jc, J,r.r,

but doe::, not use th.s fact Lo reed lier mm -✓ .:1n:i.t.:r.

Tu ordr)r Lo ,,l :):8 ·i L

LS

und.erst.,md tl,,:t:
• • • T sey nought t,1-,at she ;-;o ;.;1>de./11ly
Ya.f b;1111 hi.re love, but, t;, -, t:, � \.-ir:., �;s, ;-, enc ly,18
To li:·:e hJc11 ft.. st, ond I h,1're told Jo,,: 11hi.;
And :if ter thcit, hi:c1 111:_inbod ;�nd l1i.:: p/ 1c
Hade love Hitr'.irn r� !1.i_re her�c r0r r,o rvnr:.'! • • • • 1Ci5
r;roH into ltwe.

fimi very different P-r orn · Cri::cic:1.r., 1::110 con:.:;irlcr:,

and c�ick to lose its fire.

;i

cniitplc Le

The more ucnsu�l Cri�ci�a seems to�� more

inclined Go the expression of thi�, s1}perf:i.c.i..,ll love �ind ,;o her ulti rn::.Lo
infidelity j_r, not as surr)rir;i.nf(- as i.::i the infi.delit·r. of Chm.1c0,·':; C:r•'
,,,,,Jr
,.
. .1 ,,l.
.; l : '

who gives her love hesitcl.ntly ,:ind only ::1fter much s ul-0enrcryj n,�.

Criseyde ponders the m- tter at r:rea t lenc'. L11, no,1 \•1.:irri:, n0·. J cold.
in corning to ,; dec-i.sion.

This va:;c:i.11:.:i Lion ir; i.nJ·i en t:i.vc of rn1 i t\ner

for when they 13ive them',elves, <ls

·1

:::uJ.e tl18_;" give t)1emr.l8lve,; C')rnple 1,r)l.'.,'.

for tl:is could ma;rn h:\.111 spitof11l, ;:ind tk,L !J,ere i;, JY) rn;i:;rm 1,n :·•>n•1 1

it, so slie should not l)e critici7,ed if Tro1 lus' love fnr hrJr llcca1118 ':no· 11;.
Then, Cri.;1eyde speri 1 cs cnndidly of her 0•,m meri.tc::

"!Je me to love, '·l ,;r)nder .i.3 i+, noughl�;
For 1r1el ,.1oot I niysclf, W) nod OJI'.! ,:;prdo,
Al ;7olde J th,,,, t rv,on ·.1 .i.,::; Le of tlli::.; U 101r;h i,,
I am oon the F.ai.rc::; Le; oi.;.t o: dred0,
.l}.r:rl. L(X)dlie�,-:;e, :- :-;oc;o ta'.cDtl1 h8dc,
. ,,,.
Anr\ "0 rn"l'l "8\/1') .1'r1 .,1 '·'rl'" '·01J;·; o·f 'l'rr) P nl,)/
1
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._J

V
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0
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no traps :for Troilus, n0r did :,he do ;inyll1i.:l[; to r-w:-�e hi.rn l<J-..'C i 1 ror.

Indeed, her next st<1temenl� indicates that sh� i::� not i.ncl·Lnnri to trn-rry ,'.l;�:iin
or to give herself completely:
"I arn myn 01,1ene ,;ornnwn, i1cl at ese,
I thank it God, a,:, 1fter rnyn �,:::L.nt,
Right yonB, and stond8 unteyd ln lusty leese,
1.r.Jithouten jalouE;ie or ,;1, 1 ich ricb·, t:
0h<1l noon housbonr.(� �,e:,rn to 1 ,c 1 chel'. rrw.t!'
For e�ther �hey ben Cnl or jclJ.rJu:?io, ::
•
Or 1�nv; '0erll1ll, or loven nnvcl.i:'H). 11·16
1

' ..
fl"! .r

'·• l

pleaser, ta do ::;o, if she 1-:eepr; -:-.-111-iays h01· r'.C)l1'lr .,nd her nmne.

l

Th.Ls

stipuJ.ation i:3 an irnport;int indic;, L:i on thr.1 t Cr ic;�yrk i_.:-3 i.or0tt511;; ccr 1,· 1 i 11

J I
Jf•
.• 1.J.

be o bLJffling cre�ture.

repuk1tion, for

"

/\.nd ui th un other t'.101 gh t, hire hc.n·i:,() r.11.w \·c th;
Than slepeth hope, and ·ifLer; cir';ch-. �rn:1)rntli;
Hm, hoot, notoJ cold • • • _LIO
Thm; caur:;ht betHeen heart and mind, it
falling in love.

J.::;

e'1j_rent th1t Cri.3cyrle L; s�CJHJ.y

Nevertlteless, sl:c c::nr; r)t comn to ;.\ dee i.s:i on :ind :::;o ;;r,8

goes out into her garden hopin6 to be 31Jle to f rir;z;et Lhe prob1E:'m f,Jr

:1 111

ilc.

This ferninine tactic cD.n be li)ccned Lo Scarl8U, 0 1 J-I::1ra' ::; oft-' -vo.i.cer1
e,cpre3sion--"I'll tld.n;c about it tomor-ro,:. 11
Ti,'3 different approD.che::; of Chaucer rrnrl Docc:1cc i .-, Lo tl1Ai.r

lir11'r)

i U', ::

vascilLition are ·:;cry evident and never tilore ;;r, l,lvin i.n Ll:c nr-):,; ::.:cr: 118 .itt
the card.ens o.f Criseyde.

The1•r; is no prr-�cec1.r:nl, in LL F.i.J.,:.1;;Lr;1l:,o l'or· LJ 1 :::

.

f

more receptive to it.
toucried by the song.

�

)

She ha:-:; once more li:;tcncd to her he: r-J.., 1•hi.c:·1 tJ.·.u

Still, GriscJJe is not rc,1d,y- to ,1ield

clli

u 1con,l-J.r,.Lcm;1J..

"yes" to love and tl-1,-,t nigrit sJ>c continues to ponder whc.L !�o do.

A 0 i.:il ,,�

::,leeps, she has a dream that indicates so the reDrfar t.b.1 t :oLc , Lt l £;,.L v-c
her hea.rt to Troilus, if she has not olread,:,r done so.

Yet, ver�r cc1re.f11lly,

Chaucer has had Criseyde rna!:e no :::uch r..Jvor-':.1. L li:; :, t:itCirlC. t,� ,1::; r�r:i_:::;e.i.•h

did, and doubt .still surrounds her rn:i.nd ..,_ml ;Jctir.m�;.

Tho,se b�isic cl1::iracterist-i_cc of thr� bero:Lno�; rn 1 rec1lerl h:,r 0occt1.cc i o · ncl
Chaucer up to this point are cons:i.stcnt thr01t;)1out the rc1nninder of' tl 1 cLr
respective trentments of the story.

Ifo1j.1 ever, \vherr. Cr:i.i;;e.Lda only cont:i.nuo�:

to �,hm,1 herself a sensual, ple:Jsure-J.o,r:i.ng, cr·)fty W)rnan 1vl 10 u,:,os 110r
tends to take on many different ;:mn vc1ri2d tr:-d. t.:, thnt rna '·"c hr!.r ,;ecn; rw t,
so much a Homan a:.; 1·-Toni:a1n.
In Il Filostra to, the romance bet,-1ecn Troilun ,::ind Cri.�;eid:1 i. _; n1Y-1 Ln
seems m01"(� of 'l surrender of Troilus tu Cri.::;oid:1, t,·\ l :·eu pl.:,cr. .ilt :1ln10:�l, 11,) l,i.iw�
at ;;1J_l.

Panda rut, returns w:i.-Lll a letter from Trci:i.J.us :md Gri.::.;c: i.d.:1 �;uddc) ·LJ.y Lurni.:i

mc1n, and he qui.c::ly puts lt:i.s t'inr;er on tlu� probJ.cr,1:

111

Crisei.da smilingly accepts the letter :1nd joket.;
. e. 11 72 The wordG of the letter tell Cricoid1
a.bou t i11er "l ac 1,c o f_ cunnin
desi.red by ladies. 111 7l
1

1

that "· • . Troilus ,,,ns L1r more hotly in J.cwc thnn sl,o'·Jed "i.n h.i�; bn-1r·in.'.,
]71
.,r , \1• 11 · ll 0.·1r·
1

•

Tf

although she j_s c.1roful to giYe no out.:,Jard si311 of her f.'eclinr;, :J:td ; er ncx.t
st::item.ents tell ih;:it is really on her rnind:
"I must rind time Dnd plJ.cc to •-�ucnclt -Ll1is fire • • •
If P�mdarus come .-:i0.1.in ror the c:\113',H�r, T �;h.'Jll t';ive r t itn
;i plea�in;; and ;.ielcurne rmo, cvon ::ere L1 ,0 price hi;-�ticr
th;1n J rnus t VtY. ror 0l,all Tro:i.lw; e·,8r ·11.�:Jin bo ·11,10
to c�1ll r;ic empt�; of pitJ. 1 ·Jcmld thc.1 1� 11,,;�re T.10':J .i.lt it.L
c, ·t:,o -r,,cc
,, ...i'·,c·
l.'�"-'-·J
� •
,r.;
__._
• " id
Ii.), i1 1 e1-l
U cloc•r,r
,J
- iee·t:, . I't'l"
Al though Criseida co(iuette:� ; 1 'i.th P,md, 0.J.s c1r1 rJ i.n Lor let tor to Tt·oiJ.u 0

"1.f I u.ndcrstn;:id h<Jr, l0ve hirids her; 1:,ut. li'.rn •mri ,,,r,o
i.::; guilt.:r :31te still ::;eeks to hide l1.nn,elf un1for ;i ::;j-, i elrl..
But, if love give me tb8 ,__; ':,rcngth Lo endure, .sl t8 1.1111
not long b� able to keep herself from to quj_te oLl,er
speech.1117::>
Tro:i.lus and Criseida.

Pandarus P-ntroo.ts Crise·i. a Lo rel.i cvr, Ll, . :;lt r. f'er in,_:

of her beloved, but she, skillfully pl':lying Tr, ilu:-; li:ce 'l hookod E'h,ll,
merely replies ouliquely t,h t sf1e is doinG oll

"' . . .

:;110

y:Leld to him the crown of my vir t� l8. I 11l'f 6

c:-tn,

t )\I. t,

c;:m nr-vc t·

nrnl:1· q:.,; pcrsevcrni,,

co::.ixing and pleading :md ma:dnc; it seem af; thour,h 1w. j H per:marling Cr:\ c:r-i in ·1
to follow a path that the reoder know; whe h:,.., �1lrcc1dy cl10sc .

Gri :;,.. i.r:l .-1 1 �_;

protests seem insincere and calculating, and h8r final surrender js un
deniably the height of hypocrisy, for f,he bl:1me::; Po.ndflrus fo · the des Lruc" on
of her virtue.

But it is not at o.11 .stranGe that it � Cri..seida 11h

the initiative in their relationship.

t.1h�::.;

In a courtly love poem, the womHn

has the mastery and may give what she pleases 11hen she pleases.

Boccaccio

1.s clearly following this tradition in his clv1r;.1cteri7,c:1t:l.on of Criseida.
Chaucer's gift to literature u.is charactP.ri•,1,Dr,i.on rmd Uroug11 hit;
skill Criseyde became

::i

percon-:.ility :::lp�Jrt .f.'r0rn Lhe :,ct, c,mrtly love ho o·Lnc.
0

:-1ccept the let t,er, sayin;:,;:
!!Scrit ne bi1J.f:,
For love of Ciod, tll(1 touchcth si1.\.ch mar,ere,
Ne brynge me noon
\,

• • • nat·J were it convennb�e
To m:rn c,:;tDt, by Qr)(1 -Jnd by :-;ou.re trouthe,
Yo l:,a]cen it, or to han r)_f hy111 rcrni.:,11", ,,
In harwyn� of myself, or j_q rP-prevc? 11177
This is not coyness but rather a heart-felt cxpr"";:_;sion o.f Cri..:,1,;;rlfc":

o:.ffi

doubts ,mr-1 anxieties �md of her morncnt.,,ry docisiou ag·,.i.u:;t tlie :;1.1.i1, or.
letter into the bodice o.f CrL;eyde Is dre._;:;; ::nd rlor i ng ii. r t, r) rom,),:c j L i.11 Ll e
company of her r,uet:i t,:,.

Displ:iy:i.ng her 1_;oor:l. sense of humor, Cri<oeyrle drr)l.1.Y

remarks that si':e can •,iait unti.1 the other:, le:l' e.
to hir1.

Then, �;l:e ,..1:;]·:.:: hr;1·

To :_inswer 'J'ro:i.lus Hould l c l�o ::;ccm Lo r;\.vr: .in :nrl cr)uld :11::o

ing the 'tior s r)f Troi1us to her l:i.'dng, Cri.;;e;rle return:::; l�o 11cr 1mr�J.n

Crisc�rd8 lllushes c.md t:iil?S notl1inr, in h.er confusion.

\Tlwn Pnnd-·n•u::; tm,��;c:; l,1-;

th;:it he 1ffite cin 3ns�;or, Cr i::;eyde murrners t1i,'.1t ;;J-1":'! r:1ir;l1t let i-i-i r11, l'o:::'i
"'
I noot '.1lin t I sholct8 to hym ,;eye.'"· 7·, F.vent1r111,r , :;l,P- c011�;, •ni.:,
0

but not, included, but Chnucer telJ.s tr·s reader tli', L:
She t.lL1n\0d hum of aJ Lh.Jt llr::: "Vle.i. mente
'l'o.18.rdes h"i.re, but holr!nn hurn -.i..n :1ond0
::,)le no1dc nouGht, n" m'1]:e hir0se:t ven bonde
1:'· J.o,re; 1rnt os his :_;u:..:l,i,r, 1_1;r,-,, Lo ple�,o,
Sne r.roldo n:r f:Jyn, t0 dorm h:r::: r)';rt,e :,s ese. 17'.)
Either Criseyde h, very n"1ive or ::;he tru1y 1-)elir:wcr. she c;rn rn:.d nLnj_n
platonic relati'Jnship 1-1it,h 'roilu;:;.

:1

In tmy c:i::,e, there "re no':.. the �-;1JbLl.e

implications of Cr:i.seid::\ 1 s letter ·md Tro.i.lm; rloes no I; gs1i.n muc:1 .Ln:�, --:J: :;
:i.nto Criseyde 1 ,_; true feelincs f.ro,11 her '.n·-.i tten �-iords.
Chaucer cont-L rnies to improve on llis ::;ourcc materi.:11 .·i. nd .:J.d,·1;:; :irJ')L]!''r
new .1ction r,o tli:i.s scene.
to the

1-

Conched b�r tl,e 1-ii.ly P!Jnd.::n·m,, Troj ln::: pa:::, 8"

:Lndo:. 1 so that, she mi.grit see rd m.

P:mdc.1rus tellc.: lt:i.s n:i.8cc no�,

to run inside and she is obviously ernbar-rar:ised to be seen Um:.:; l)y one 1�lv
professes to love her.

Nevertheless, Criseydc

To telle in shorL, hire J.il:od ol in-fere,
His person, 11:i.s -:ir:-:iy, his l0r> 1 c, il.i s chr,re.
co 1vel thnt nevere, :;i+,h thaL she 1ns l)o. n,
Ne hc1dde �,he swych T'')Uth of l:i,; clec,Lr0.�,3e;
And hmJ so she hatl-1 hnrd ben ho.re- ,:,r['o!'n,
'l'o Goel hopr; I, she lv:ith no11 k;1u;�ht : 1 l-,J!orn p
She sh;\l n;.1 t pulle :i. t out .this n0xt ',Ji 0. 1· '0
She is in love and it is just beginnin,� to J.::n, n rm lie·.
1

P:1nrl.·1n1,,: ::; Lt· i..':n,;

,,ihi.le the iron i.s h0t D.nd )egins to question her 'lpin i.on <1[ 'i'ro.i lu,;.
die because of her lc1ck of pi.ty?
her to ease tlie heart of Troi1ua.
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1Io1-1ever, CrisPyde 'i." sti.11 reluc ,;mt;:
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expression to her feelings for fear of shame and from embarrassment.

Such

is the way of any young woman ��ho desires to be sure of her be] oved and
sure of herself before making any declarations that could be used to hurt
her.
Through devious me;.,_ns, Pandarus paves the way for Troilus and Criseyde
to come together j_n secret at his home.

Troilus is advised of the plans,

but Criseyde again is innocent of any deceit, unless it be self-deceit.
Chaucer somehow makes one question whether or not Criseyde really had no
suspicion that Troilus might also be at Pandarus' house, and it is up to
the reader to decide this question for himself.

Yet, it should be re

emphasized that in Il Filostrat�, it is the clever Criseida who makes all
the arrangements for Troilus to come to her at her own house, and there is
no doubt that she knows what the outcome will be.

On the other hand,

Chaucer shows Criseyde as more of a victim, although she may be willing,
of her uncle's plotting.

True, she had fallen prey to this same type of

scheme before, but she may not have realized thnt the meetine in the home
of Deiphebus was an elaborate hoax arranged so that Troilus could speak
to her.

If she was aware of the former deceit and still went to the houne

of Pandarus, Criseyde may have suspected what was to come and hal.f-...1elcomed
the opportunity herself.

However, if she was not aware of the plotting

the first time, she was likely to be unsuspecting in accepting a second
situation, and, therefore, is an innocent victim.

This doubt surrounding

Criseyde 1 s actions and inner thoughts adds a greater complexity to her
character and makes her seem even more human and real.

Above all, Criseyde

is no simple-minded, wide-eyed ingenue and Ch�ucer, not wanting to give
this impression of his heroine, adds:

83

Nought list myn auctour fully to declare
·what she thoughte whan he seyde so,
That Troj_lus was out of towne yfare,
188
As if he seyde therof soth or no • •
Pandarus no doubt had some plan or other to use to keep Criseyde at
his house for the night, but he is aided by Nature or Fate, which sends a
violent storm that prevents Criseyde from leaving when the time grows l;ite.
Then Pandarus takes over and arranges for Criseyde to be alone in her room
and for Troilus to be hidden within the room.

He has also invented a

reason for Criseyde to see Troilus, telling her that Troilus has come to
him in torment because he has heard rumors that Criseyde loves another and is
bitterly jealous.

Wishing to redeem herself in the opinion of TroHus, Criseyde

reluctantly agrees to speak with him after imploring Pandarus to keep safe
her honor and good name.

After rrruch talk of jealousy, the confession by

Troilus of the hoax, and Criseyde's sweet forgiveness of this action,
Troilus takes Criseyde in his arms.
fear.

To be sure, she begins to shake w:ith

However, when Troilus advises her to yield, for there is no other

end, Criseyde frankly answers,
"Ne hadde I er now, my swete herte deere,
Ben yold, ywis, I were now nought heere!" 189
In this one statement, Criseyde is confessing that had she not previously
yielded her heart to Troilus, she would not be in his arms to yield her
complete love.

After this confession, Criseyde feels free from restra:ininr;

social bonds to express her love in any and all ways.

She has admitted

that she loves, and, as far as she is concerned, this is an eternal commitment
to which she forever intends to be true.
There are none of the above subtleties in BoccRccio's version of tho
Troilus and Criseida romance, and the herolne emerge{-; us n lrnow:l.nr; nnd

worldly woman who takes her pleasure as she may.

In Troilus and Criseyde,

Chaucer describes only the initial surrender of Criseyde, but Boccaccio
describes a second meeting between the lovers, seeming to emphasize this
physical aspect of their relationship as all-important, as indeed it nrust
be in a true courtly love romance.
tells Troilus :

11,

As the controlling factor, Criseida

if thou dost eagerly desire to return here, I

desire it far more than thou; nor when the chance is given me wilt thou
190
The sensual Criseida is eager
be before me in coming hither again.'"
for love and is not ashamed to admit it.

In such small ways, Boccaccio prepares

the reader for the ultimate fall of Criseida.
Both Criseida and Criseyde react, violently and bitterly when they
hear the news of the prisoner exchange.

For the most part, Chaucer follows

his source with little change, but he does place greater emphasis on
Criseyde's oaths of fidelity to Troilus.

Again and again Criseyde curses

Fate, and vows that she cannot live separated from Troilus.

Also, while

Boccaccio devotes a great deal of time to the grjef and suffereing of
Troilus, Chaucer is content to deal more briefly with him, thus again
emphasizing the importance of Criseyde's reaction.

This probably stems

from the fact that in 11 Filostrato_ Troilus is Boccaccio and, therefore,
Boccaccio is more concerned with the expression of what Troilus feels when
he learns that he is to be parted from his love.

The separation of

Boccaccio and his lady was, after all, the motivating factor behind the
wrj_ting of 11 Filostrato and it is only natural that Boccaccio should take
this opportunity to tell at length of what he himself feels.

Chaucer, on

the other hand, has no personal interest in Troilus as a representnt:l.ve of
himself.

He obviously is more sympathetic with his heroine than is Hoccncci.o,

85
for while Boccaccio utterly and unequivocally condemns Criseida for her
actions, Chaucer is more kind, saying, for j_nstance, thr.1t Book IV of Troilus
and Criseyde will relate:
how Criseyde Troilus forsook,
Or at the leeste, how that she was unkynde

. . . . 191

More shall be said about this later.

In Troilus and Criseyde and Il Filostrato, the scene of Troilus' last
visit to Criseyde is the climax of their relationship.

Chaucer makes no

significant additions to the original scene until Criseyde 1 s monologue
begins.

The couple has gone to bed, and they weep and despair together

until the more practical Criseyde tells Troilus that something must be and
can be done.

Whereas Criseida almost immediately launches into her plans,

Criseyde makes a great effort to calm Troilus and herself and to rationali7.e
their situation in a more realistic light.

She says that they are only

sad because they have to separate and, therefore, they must find a way to
be reunited.

She speaks very confidently of being able to return by one

means or another within a week or two, and begs Troilus to forgive her
abrupt manner, but it is all for the best.

She states that her departure

has been decided by parliament, and therefore, this cannot be chan�ed, so
they must find some other plan.

The separation, she adm:Lts

"'· • • Wol us disese and cruelich anoye;
But hym byhoveth somtyme han a peyne,
That serveth Love, if that he wol have joye.
And syn I shal no ferther out of Troie
Than I may ride ayeyn on half a morwe,
l92
It oughte lesse causen us to sorwe .
Criseyde is trying hard to convince herself as well as Troilus that they
must accept things as they are and try to make concrete plans to meet again
instead of futilely weeping and lamenting.

This further indication of the

practical capabilities of Criseida is less full explored and delineated by

06

Boccaccio, and is another example of Chaucer's different approach to the charac
ter of his heroine.
The two ladies both intend to play on the avarice of Calchas in order
to return to Troy, but Criseida's plans are more vague and indefinite.

As

she tells Troilus, "'he (Calchas) has possessions here, which, if he sets
store by them, may make him heed what I shall tell him and make him send
me back here in the best way he can.

For I shall show him how I can find

a remedy for aught that may befall; and in his greed he will rejoice in
my return! 1111 93

In contrast, Criseyde shows more resourcefulness and has

definite and very intricate plans to exploit her father's greed:
"The moeble which that I have in this town·
Unto my fader shal I take, and seye,
That right for trust and for savacioun
It is sent from a frend of his or tweye,
The whiche frendes ferventliche hym preve
To senden after more • • • •

Thus shal I seyn,-but lest it folk espid �
This may be sent by no wight but by me. 11 1 9

Not only has she worked out what her speech will be, but al.so how she will
continue if her father does not believe her.

If Calchas discovers through

his mystic powers that she is deceiving him, she will show him th.:1t
". . • He hath not i�el the �oddes understonde:
For goddes spekon in amphibologies,
19
And, for a sooth, they tellen twenty lyes." 5
Criseyde shows herself to be no child trusting in fortune, nor a onesided character 'tJho cannot deal efficiently with problems outside of the re;:ilrn
of love and romance. She is a person who can th l.nl< and ;:ict wi th ::ihre\,1dnes�·,
who can make decisions as to what is best for her to do and who cAn t�ke
care of herself very well, thank you!

On the other hand, she l.s Hlso

,1

very feminine creature and she does not wish Troilus to feel that she is
literally running the show:

G7
". . • now thise i-iordes, which that I shal seye,
Nis but to shewen yow my mocioun
To fynde unto oure help the beste weye;
And taketh it non other wise, I preye.11 1 96
And later Chaucer tells us that:
And treweliche, as writen wel I fynde,
That al this thyng was seyd of good entente;
And that hire herte trewe was and kynde
Towardes hym, and spak right as she mente,
And that she starf for wo neight, when she wente,
And was in purpos evere to be trewe:
197
Thus writen they that of hire werkes kne,ie.
Feminine and wise, and wholly unpredictable, Criseyde is Woman
incarnate, trying to rule with her head, but always letting her heart
get in her way.

She is subtle, she is naive; she is knowing, she is

innocent; Criseyde is a bundle of contradictions, a multifaceted woman who
is made more real by her depth and complexities.
Troilus expresses fears that Criseyde will not return to him, but will
stay with the Greeks, and he gives many reasons for these fears.

He

then suggests that they run away, but this suggestion is met with a severe
rebuff.

Both Criseida and Criseyde see clearly will hurt more than help

and neither is overly desirous to elope.

Upon findine out that Troilm;

really is afraid that she will desert him for another, both Criseida and
Criseyde reproach him for his lack of faith and trust, promise to return
within ten days, each begging that Troilus not let another woman supplant
her.

However, where Criseyde gently pleads that Troilus be true, cr·seidn

is more direct:

"'Wouldst thou forsake me for another, thou, who knowest
198
I love thee more than ever woman loved man?'"
This lack of faith in

him is an indication of Criseida I s vani.ty as well of her weakness.

Thus put

on the spot, the Troilus of 11 Filostrato can only say what she wants to
hear; he answer

o- course, and then tells cr·se·cta. why

80
he came to love her.

It was not for her beauty, nor her gentle breeding,

nor wealth, nor adornments,
"But they proud and noble bearing, thy high worth and
courtly speech, thy manners more courteous than those of
other ladies, and thy charming womanly scorn, by which
every vulgar appetite and deed appeared vile in thy eyes.

11

199

But Chaucer; significantly, does not give this speech to Troilus, but to
Criseyde, who explains that he did not find favor with her because of his
royal estate, his prowess in war, his pomp, nobility or richness,
"But moral vertu, grounded upon trouthe,
That was the cause I first hadde on yow routhe!
"Eke gentil herte and manhod that ye hadde,
And that ye hadde, as me thoughte, in despi.t
Every thyng that souned into badde,
As rudenesse and poeplissh appetit,
And that youre resoun bridlede youre delit • • • . 11 200
This emphasis on moral qualities over the more material and physical is
another clue to the character of Criseyde and another important difference
between herself and Criseida.
The scene of the departure is po:i.gnant, but the heroine's role in both
accounts is a minor one.

Boccaccio spends more time describine the woe

of Troilus, but it is Chaucer who seems to catch the essence of what
Troilus must have felt.

At this point, Diomede is introduced.

As treated

by Boccaccio, he is another Troilus, another courtly lover, rather than
the villain and calculating seducer that Chaucer makes hj_m.
In Il Filostra!'._<:, Boccaccio's Diomede makes

i-l

declaration of love to

Criseida after they nre in the Greek camp and the author has already
indicated that he is the new lover who will turn C.risei.da from her prom·Lse:;
to Troilus.

Finding Criseida alone, Diomede gradually turns their talk t,o

m,3rriage, asking her why she is not yet married.

Boccaccio sayR tha t,

"Criseida, whose heart was still con�;tant to her sweet love in Troy, noted
not his cunning, but ;,ns·.-.1ered Diomede as love prompted her; cl.nd often she
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"Al rny labour shal n<1t ben on ydel,
If that I rnc1y, for somwlwt shal I seye.
For at the werste it may yet shorte cure weye.
I have herd seyd el< tymes twye;1 twelve,
20
'He is a fool that wole foryete hymselve'" 5
Thus Diomede loses no time in commending himself to Criseyde, c1sking her
to regard him as a brother :md to .::iccept his wellme;:int friendship.

Chaucer

tells us that Criseyde pays little heed to whnt Diomede says, for she is
greatly oppressed with sorrow, so much so thc1t when she :,ees her C.1 ther
she almost falls off of her horse.

However, as a gracious lc1dy, she docH

thank Diomede, accepting his friendship
. in good manere,
And wol do fayn that is hyrn lief and dere,
And trusten hyrn she wold�, and wel she. rnypht��
As seyde she; and from hire hors sh'alighte. - 6
Thi.s speech is given with great politeness, but little interest nnd
demonstrates thnt at this point Cri�,eyde is still completely true to
Troilus.

If th.is were not so, 0he would have looked upon Diomede as ,1

potential lover and acted in another way.
AGain referring to Il Filostroto, Bocc;:iccio record:; wi.t,h

:1

"em:c of'

finality that when Dior.1ede left Crisei.da alone sh. "· . . fe l Lo t,hin'<inr:

of these things, in doubt whether to approach or nee from him. 11 ?07

ln

considering what is best for her own welf�re, Crbeida doe:, not, dr;:iw
back even at this early point from thoughts of being untrue to Troi.luG.
Di.omede is like a new toy to this wom�in rind it' she rnu:,t di ::;r�;1r i

U18

for the new, this is how it must be.
These matters cooled her eager thoughts, whi.ch had been
set only on returning; they worked upon her whole mind,
which had been inclined towards Trotlus, nnd cheeked her
desire. And new hope did somewhat put to flight her henv_y
grief; ;rnd, swayed by these reason:, n:, :,he w:1s, it, c;im1, ,
t:,o p:iss Lhat she L'ulf-ill.nd not, her promi�·n Lo Troi 111:;.' 01 1

old

n
Thus, the die is cast, and with seemingly little struggle, Criseid�
turns her though 1:,s and heart frotn Troilus to Diomede i.n a
ne2r the one I love, I love the one I'm near" gesture.

tJ1-1en I I m not

111

ller c1ct of i.nfide1i.ty

leads one to belj_eve that her expressions of love to Troilus were not ,1t, :11.l
deeply fe1t and reinforces the su�gestion of an essential sensual drive
that seems to motivate her behavior.

Criseida is not the nverage won�n;

she is one of a :3peci..cil breed who seem to be born knm�tng how to inake the
most of crny s1 t,uation, especially when� men are concerned.
also be noted that it is natural for her to welcome

:i

!!oi..Jever, ·it, :-;l ill uld

new cJ i vers i.on th .-1 t

seems hopeful, since her relationship with Troilus now seems h0pele�H.
Being human, she wishes to forget the unpleasant, the grievous thj_ngs oC
life, and her way of doing this is not wholly unorthodox., as it i::; in kecpinr�
with her character.
Troilus is, of course, hearU.1roken when Criseid;.1 does not, c1ppc,1r on Lhe
promised day nor any succeeding d:�y.

At the sur,;-i;estion or. P:1wl.1r11:,, he wri.tcs

her n pitiful letter tellinr; of hi.s sufferLn� and hi.s rear tk1L 0he h:1.·
inclined her heart toward ,mother, be�,eechi.ng lH�r to return t,o him.

!1r.)cc: 1 cc i 0

record3 that Criseid3 returns a letter i.n which she "· . . rn:1d(; it cle:ir
that she loved him more thnn ever; ;ind she hc1d p1Jt forth many f'eir�ned excu:;,).i
for delaying so long and not returning, and had ,1sked for still 1nor-,J l,j 111e
ere her return-- which was never to take plcice . . . . 11
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Tro·i lu:; m:iku:;

himself believe her words, ,:1nd continuec, Lo ple;Hl with her thro11r;h J 1 �Lter.;
.J.nd throue;h Pandarus, who goes to Lhe Greek c;:imp to talk w.i.th h8r.

l!uwever,

"· . . he got nothing from her bu L fc.1ir words ,md grec.1 t promise:; ( f none
ef.'fect.11 210

Doccriccio rn,11<es no at.Lernpt t,J il.lusl:,rate how C.ri:·e.i.LL1 I ()e]:,,

'.)?

is the discovery that Crisei.da has Riven to Diomede the �old brooch which
he himself had given to her on the d;:iy of her depnrture as � token by wt1ich to
Criseida has no .:ictive part in the fin;:il events, but we :Jre
11211 ;:ind Tro·i lus c;:in
told that "she loved Diomede w:i.th a.11 h er h e,qrt .

remember him.

only think th;:it "base Criseida" wc1s completely satisfied with her new love.
Nevertheless, her actions condemn her

AS

a treacherous and deceitful figure,

a woman unworthy of pr&ise, a worn;.m whose fault was not in lier �;tar�,, but
i n her Self.
How soft, how appealing is Criseyde when seen in the same circu1nstnnceu!
As in 11 Filostrato, the heroine speaks first of her continued mourninr, t'or
Troilus and for her happiness in Troy.

Crj seyde tells us th;1t no mo Uer

·what methods she has tried, her .fnther remains r1damm1t in his dee j s:i on t.o
keep her in the Greek camp, and that she fears Troilus will conclude from
her failure to return tr,;-it she is unfa"ithful.

At this po.i.nt, inl'ideJ i Ly i"

the furtherest thin� .from Criseyde I s m"ind and she prnw,s th:L::- by conternp ,it i n1:
;:in escape.

She puts this thought r.1side for the moment, r10wevc1·, )CC,mr;r: 01·

her fear of bej ng caught and held as a spy or
some str,mger.

f f.11 ling int.o U,1:: \ 1 ;mds

0

1·

Cont,inually in cie::;p:1 · r, Cri:,eyd� ean find joy only _i_n Ll i ink i n1�

of Troilus and her love for him, and her worst sorrow i.s tint .. ,lie !i:1:: n()
to t.':'llk to, no conncknt t.o 1r1horn cihe

01 ,c

on pour out her l.r·ou:,-r.•:- ·111cl •:;1in :,oiw'

;.,nd .i.n he:r lonely pli.):rt in the Greek c-,111p, ti.ere io even 1�re:1L,-r· neod rr,r
sorr.e underst:-,ndi.ng friend.

So de[;per�1 te i.s he

L,ct, that �,IJe di.d not run a •my 1,j t.1 Troi.lus:
1

CHE;e Lh:c1 L c:hc L.uncr1 t-:; Lhe

:n
"',Jho myghte have t;eyd th0t I h;:1ddc don �1mys
To stele awey with swich oon as he ys:
But al to J;i Le comth the :.1..etuarie,
21;?
Whan men the cors unto the gr,ne car:i.e. 11
Remorseful that it is now too late, Criseyde plans to steal �way in the night,
come ,Jhat may, let people say what they will Criseyde has come a lonr, way
from "the ferfullest wight'' to consider such a dangerous under talcir1r� ,md to
say that she does not care whnt people may say.

She rationalizeH th�t who

ever pays attention to what others may say and think will never act bbcnuse
of their fear:
"For that som men blamen evere yit,
Lo, other manere folk comenden it.
And as for me, for al swich varia���e,
Felicite clepe I my suffisaunce. 11
There is a great deal more p�ychology behind Criseyde I s c1ct.ion:s ;ind word :.:;
than may be seen in Criseida's, and because of this, one is better �tle to
see the exact situ'3tion.

At this point, however, Chaucer :,dds that before

two months have passed:
bothe Troilus and Troi town
Sh2l knotteles thorughout hire herte f�ide;
For she wol tr1ke purpos for t,1:·,llyde.2
The sec ti.on that follo1vs Cri.i;e:yde I s lament is a p:isf;ar: • dc:,e t· i bing t.l i c
plans of Diomede for ·winning her, and then the outhor r,ivo:; ru11 dec:cr i pl.ion!;
Criseyde has heen rew�nled as true throueh her ;.1ct:i ons ,ind wordi;:
She sobre 'wc1s, ek syrnpJ.e, and wys wH,haJ.,
The best ynorisshed ek th;-it myghte be,
And goodly of hire speche jn RenerRl,
Charitable, estatlich, lusty, and fre;
Ne nevere mo ne lakked hire pi.te;
215
Tend1·e-herted, slydynge of co rage
It is these last qu,:1J.itie�-;, her tender-heartedness ,rnd her in:--;hhiJ i ty, t\ 1 , i.,
:.i1·e l,he rn:1in concE-:rn of 1.he rem;1indor of' t.he pocrn.

Diomede visits the tent of Cc.ilchas ;ind i.s ;e;r;.,ciou::;}y rer:eived b.v C1·i.,;,;:ycJ ,,
who is probably eager to have someone to t-3lk to.

Grc1du;11.ly,

:1 0

in 11

Filostrato_, Diomede works tile conversati.on around to the ')U8:,t.i on ,)J' i-1hy
Criseyde has not yet married and t�en asks to be her knight.

Criseyde, still

thinkinE only of Trail.us, answers him as best she c,Jn, sorrowi.n� for Troy
and the good Trojans, and tellinr, Diomede thnt her head, w;.is s8t upon her
husband and that after he died,
other love, as help me now Pa11 21 t,
Ther in myn herte nys, ne nevere was."
11

Criseyde here shows ag3in another char8cter tri:1it in tein� ,1blP. to rhs�;j tni 1 :it"
so well, for she equivocates by addinp::
"What I shal after don, I kan nat seye;
• 1
But treweljcr1, as yet me list nat pleye. 11 2]This is the same type of answer that Boccaccio's heroine ofr.ers to Diomede,
but Criseyde seems to reply in this manner more from con fu. ·.ion and uncertn j nt.y
than from a calculated caution.

She even goes so f;ir ac t,o ,1dnii. t to Di 0111ud,1,

so that he cannot misconstrue her rne!:lnin1.; j_n hi11 f,:1v1)r, Uwt,
"I say nat therfore that I wol yow love,
N'y say nat nay; but in conclusioun
�
I mene we1, by God that sit 2bove!" lB
Upon making this neutrc1J. statement, however, Crj seyde adrls

;1

few 1�ord:, Lh: 1 t,

imply that she remains loyal to Troy and TroiJus:
11 0 Troje town,
Yet bidde I God, jn quiete and in reste219
I may yow sen, or do myn he rte bret,te. 11

T. A. Kirby suggests that it may be thDt Criseyde ,mes in Diomede :=1
friend and an alternative to her frightening project of stealing alone from
the Greek camp in the middle of the ni[;ht to find her way, unec;corted ;iml
une;uarded, to Troy.

The "ferfu]lest 1,:ight" must l1,1vc r,re.Jt mi:sr,ivirq-; 0 :ibouL

9S
this plan and, therefore she accepts Diomede as a substitute ror this plan
and not necessarD.y as a lover to replace Troilus.

220

Thus, the L:wt state

ment of fidelity to Troy is a sincere one and Crjseyde has not yet yielded
her heart.

It is significant, too, that while she agrees to let Di.omede

return the next day to visit her, she warm, him
n- ught of this ma.tere.' 11 221

111 •

•

•

that ye touchen

Being lonely, Crj_seyde desires comp.:my, but beinr.:

still true to Troilus, she does not wish to he2r Diomede I s reque�:ts to
become her man.
After Diomede lea.ves her tent, Criseyde does some deep thinkinr.: about
what he has said:
His grete estat, and perel of the town,
And that she was allone and hadde nede
Of frendes help; and thus bygan to brede
The cause whi, the sothe for to telle,
222
Th at she took fully purpos for to dwelle.
She rationalizes her position and her seeming Acceptance, and Chaucer s�y�
that these reasons are the first seeds thAt will bloom in her infidelity.
However, as far as Criseyde is concerned, she :i.s makj_ng the best ol' :-;ornet,hinv,
she must accept.

Therefore, it is in keeping with this ljne of thought t,h;1t

when Diomede visits Criseyde the next day,
So wel he for hymselven spak and seyde,
That all hire sikes soore adown he leyde,
And finaly, the f,othe for to syne,
22
He refte hire of the Rrete of al hire peyne. 1
She gives him a bay steed, a brooch and a "pt:.neeJ of hire �:;leve. 11

Ch,1ucer

also records that when Diomede was hurt, she wept a gre;:i t deal over h i.ci wound::
and took c::-ire of him, and "Men seyn--I not--that she yaf hyrn hi.re hertt�. 11 2?}1
This

j

s where Boccaccio I s concern with Criseida ends, but not ,,o with

Chaucer.

He adds thnt:

96

. . • the storie telleth us,
Ther made nevere woman moore wo
225
Than she, whan that she falsed Tro:i.lus.
The account of Criseyde 1 s remorseful words must have been suggested to Chaucer
by Benoit de Sainte Maure, and they reveal the depth of feeling that Criseyde
had for Troilus.

She bemoans the fact that this act of faithlessness in love

will bring her to disgrace in the eyes of the world, that women will despise
her for casting doubt on the actions and words of all women, and that no
good word will be said of her "'· . . unto the worldes ende. 1 11 226

However,

she says, seeing that there is nothing else to do and that it is too lnte to
be sorry, that she will be true to Diomede.

Even as she yields in her words,

her thoughts still dwell on Troilus:
"But, 'l'roilus, syn I no bettre may,
And syn that thus departen ye and I,
Yet prey I God, so yeve yow right good day,
As for the gentileste, trewely,
That evere I say, to serven feythfully,
And best kan ay his lady honour kepe";
And with that word she brast anon to wepe.
"And certes, yow ne haten shal I nevere;
And frendes love, that shnl ye han of me,
And my good word, al sholde I lyven evere.
And, trewely, I wolde sory be
For to seen yow in adversitee;
And gilteles, I woot wel, I yow leve.
But al shal passe; and t iims t a ke I my J_eve. II 22 7
From these words one gets the feeline that Criseyde has not stopped
loving Troilus, but that circumstances have pressured her into acceptjnr,
another lover, another friend and protector.

There is no reason to leliPve

that all feeling for Troilus has ended, but rather that her instahi1ity,
her "slydyng of corage," and her yielding di.sposition h,we put her in
situation where the love of Troilus is a distant thing tlat
,Jnd thus must be :rncrifj_ c ed to the realitj_es of the present.

c annot

.::i

be regained,

Cr i seyde h.'.1.s

again and aGain proved herself to he a practical reali�t, so that her submission

n
to Diomede is not entirely surprising. However, just as Criseyde ration�lized,
so must the reader rationalize in order to come to some underst cJ nding ol'
what motivates Criseyde to commit an net of infideliLy that she greatly
rues. She expresses no recret for having given herself to Troilus, but
she is sorry bec.::iuse he must suffer fo1· her ber1,3vior and that she rrJU :.-; t
act in a manner that is directly c rmtrary to the rules of courtly love.
Chaucer himself 'ivas in full syrnpatr1y wi.t-,h his heroine, �nrl he tri.es Lo
somewhat mitigate her actions by saying that he does not lnow how lon� j_t,
was before Criseyde forsook Troilus for Diomede and that
• . .though that he bi�::in to wowe hire sooB�
�
Er he hire wan, yet was ther more to doone.L · ·
Boccaccio lets his reader think that Criseida succumbed quickly ,1nd
ecJsily, but Chaucer records his heroine's bitter self-conrle11rn:-1tion and the
suggestion that she was long reluctant to grant Lhe requests of Di.omede.
How completely Chaucer is ta ken with Cr i.seyde i::; evi rlencerl by this st;.1temen t.:
...if I rnyghte excuse hire any wise,
For she so sory w;:is for hire untrouthe, 22
11-rix, I wolde e-xcHse hi. re yet .for 1·ou the. 9
Criseyde 's part in the story doet, not end here.
Troilus write�,
to him.

;:i

As i.n Il ft' i lou t.r·Jt ,

pitifu1 letter to h i.i; s,rn theart ber,r,inr� her t0 ret1Jrn

However, •,-1here Bocc:Jccio records only one le Lt 'r, Ch;ni�r�r t Lls

of two letters from Criseyde to Tro i.lu:;, her f j rs t. nnd l.1st lettr-!r,�.

'l'lw

fi.rst J.etter is a development of tlie Jett8r :le:icrjbed by Boccacci.,J -·.n ,1h:ich
1

Criseyde promises to come to Troilus ,-ind ".. . mende nl that w; s
but she does not know ..ihen.
than anything.

Finally, she swe::irs that she love:,; hi.m mort>

1'heirn 1-rnrds ;ire, of course, not true, but, w'nere their

h:n: ocrisy is crystal-cle::ir i.n 11 fj los'.'..rato, here there is something th;:i t,
sug�ests Criseyde 1 s feelings when �he wrote thi� latter.

Criseyde j� a

mystery, deep and complex, but i.t wiy well be that when she w;:i.s writine;
to Troilus, she stiJ.l had hopes of returning to him someday, and th�t she
still loves him sincerely.

This is not inconsistent, but merely an evid L nce

of a woman I s abi1i.ty to deceive herself and revive hope even wl,en she know:;;
:3ubconsciously th.gt her situation is hopeless.

Criseyde is a realist, but

she is also a woman, and the stru�gle wi.thin her between her head and her
heart is a constant one.

Reading the letter of Troilus probably caused

her to recall all the joy and love she had known with him in the three years
that they were lovers, and, in this frame of mi.nd, Criseyde would naturally
once again consider returning to Troy and say that she still loves Trail.us.
These words are true at the moment of their being written, but their tr�th
is diminished by the intervention of time and circumstances.
Criseyde I s second letter, says Chaucer, he believes to be written out
of pity, for Troilus has continued to write to Criseyde,
Bisechyng hire, syn that he w�s trewe,
That she wol come :,yeyn and hire trouthe. 2- 31
The tone differs a little from thnt of the first letter and one can see
through Criseyde 1 s words to her real intent.

She continues to speak of

•rroilus in the hj_ghest terms as !;he "ens ample of r{oodlyheerir.)," "swerd of
knyghthod, 11 and "sours of gentilesse, 11
torment and in drede/And heleles,

2
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32

and asks how she,

111

a wir;ht j_n

can give Troilus gladness.

Ref.'errlnr,

to his letters, which have aroused her heart I s pity, she answers th.1 t she
will come, but cannot say when.

She dares not to mention the real re;.1s011

for her delay because the letter may be intercepted and their secret
relationship discovered.

Criseyde expresses her ''orrow for the restlessness

of Troi.lus and also that
11
• the godrles ordirnrnnee
;:, 1,
It semt::. th nat ye tr.1 ke it l'or the be,,te. 11 3

97
Continuing, she bet;s him not to be nn�ry and states ,1s ;:mother ee;..tson for
her delay the fact that she h�s heard rumors about their relationship which
she hopes to amend through dissimulation and that she has also heard thnt
Troilus

111•

•

•

ne do but holden me in honde. 1"

2y.J Despite these rumorf:,

2
. h 1m
however, she sees in
· " 1a 11.e t.routl 1e and a 11 e gent �· 1 es· ~"�. 1 " 36

I.n

conclusion, Criseyde assures Troilus 1:,hat she will rnmain his Jifelonr,
friend, and then, apologizing for the brevity of her letter, she wishes
him well and signs

215

"La Vostre C."

There is :m indefinable coJ.dness in

this letter that Troilus immediately recognizes.

Cr:i.seyde seems to have

completely accepted what has come to pass .::is "the godde�, ordinaunce, 11
and only wishes to dismiss the unpleasant fact of her own infidelity rrom
her thoughts.

From this point on she almost completely disappears from

the poem as an active character and is seen only through the eyes of Troilus,
thus following the precedent of Boccaccio's Il Filostrato.
These are the differences in the two heroines that illustr.1te the
accepted .fact that Chaucer changed a greAt de21l o.f the material of Bocc�1cci. 0 1 s
11 Filostrato when he wrote 'I'roj_lus and Criseyde, and that

c1

com,iderable

number of the changes he made center around the char;ic ter of Criseyde.

Af_;

hRs been stated, Boccaccio's Criselda is essentually a character with no
great depth, ,Jhose conflicts are eDsily :,olved by her basically sen--ual
nature.

She is a desirable woman and she is very much aware of this f::.,ct.

She is in love with the idea of loving and beinG loved, and, therefore, i.t
comes as no surprise that she can easil.y shift from one lover to another, ,):,
her feelings liave no real depth beyond a care as Lo ,Jhnt :i.s bo�,t !'or her.
In compcir:i.son, Criseyde, the heroine ol' Cl1;rncr-,r.1n l)lH\m, ·\..,; .-1 very �on1plox
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v-,chyology.

B11t, she c:;till remains inuch of

1

mys Lery, as b:.iffline .in he··
C:r'i.seyr:le Is cha:rncter c.1nn0'.

l

beh;ivior ;;is ,my worrF1n o.f ::my time �nd p _"1cra.

be circumr,cr.ibed :in 0ne ,•JOrd, for she is m�ny thin1:s:

Innoc�.:nt, fe:u•fuJ,

i.ndependent, practi_c:�l, cap-9ble of ta\�:ing c:Jre of herself, Jov:inv,, s111cr1rrJ,
cunning, and wise.

!,11 these :1u�l:i ties :;ind many r'10!'':! go into the m:=t 1(f)-up
1

of Criseyde ,,md give her the dept 1 t and totality of actual 1Jo1n:111.

An explnn

,cition of Criseyde I s infidel:i.ty is, therefore, more cliffj_cult i.n TroiJ n.s
and Criseyde.
uieht. 11

However, as a capable woman,

r.1

realist and "the ferfullP.st

Criseyde accepts, with hesitation, her new surroundi.nr,s nnd her

new champion, Diomede, as inevitable and unavoidable.

Iler "slydyng of

cor;:ige" and her own feminine weakness -:1s a woman unite wj_thin her oci:ninst·,
the idea of a dangerous escape to Troy, but her heart ret,'lins a warmth
;rnd compassion for the man that she must give up through the s8me -1ct.
It must be remembered that Doccaccio had in mind a definite woman
ivhile creating Criseida, and that he also had a definite c1ttitude to1rJar1ls
women in general.

The latter is clearly expressed in the ninth canto or

Il Filostrato in his warning to young men:
. if you read with right feeling, you will not e;,1sily
put your trust in all women. A young woman is incons t,qn t
and desirous of many lovers, and she rates her beauty
more highly than does the mirror, and has ex:ultine;
pride in her youth; and the more she thi.nks of it tho
more pleasing and charming she finds it. Even unsteady as a leaf in the wind, she cc1re8 not roi· virtue
or reason. And many ivomen, too, becaw3e they come 0f.'
noble f;:imily and can tell over thei.r -1ncestors, think
thnt they should be proferred before nthera in love; and
they consider courtesy a thing to be scorned and turn up
their noses and carry themselves hnu�htily. Avoid these
and deem them vile, for they are beasts, not noble lndies.
The L1dy of true nobility has a keener cle:,i.re to be
loved nnd finds delight in loving; she discerns 8nd notes
whnt is to be shunned; she rejects ;::ind chosr�s; sr1e is
foreseeing and forgets not her promises.2J7
Boccnccio probably considered Criseyde to be of the first, type, wh i'l.P.
his own lady, Haria d'Aquino, would be of the second type, or so he hoped.
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In any case, this is a harsh gener;:ilization and held very little for Ch,mcer,
who apparently discarded it.
Chaucer does not place a low estimate on the feelings and intentions
of the heroine of the story, but rather approaches her a,J an i.ndi vj_dual
as well as a woman, interested in the motivation and feminine logic behind
Criseyde 's actions.

Not for Chaucer w-:1s

personality w,1s undeveloped.

,'.1

one-sided heroine whose own

He used sm;:ill details, insight �nd dialo,<;LJ8 to

create Criseyde as a person in her own right, a unique fir,ure in liter:-ituro
up to this time.

Characterization ,-rnuld not be so well developed ;:ir�:-iin

until Shakespeare's characters appeareo on the Eli7.Abethan stage, and then
this art practically died again until the eighteenth century and the
emergence of the novel.

As Donald B. Sands states in the introduction t,o

his edition of Middle English Verse Romances:
All romance heroes and heroines tend to be flat--that is,
they lack inner contradictions, ethical standnrds based
on element1; other than conventi.on and lip service, true
inner turmoil (despite their excessive displays of grief
or devotjon) . . . Romance characters tend to be nonp�reils:
they are paragons of beauty, goodness, evil, saintliness;
usually no humanizing and mar,nanlmous inner wea 1mess ar i.�>Bb
to give their perfection credibility and strength.238
Criseyde is not of this school, for her character does posse�s the�e
inner contradictions and true inner turmoil.

Chnucer recogni.zed Lbo::;0

elements that would lift his characters from the realm of mere fiction.::11
romance figures to the realm of credibility ;:i_nd reality.

P;1rl, of hJ.s

recoenition lay within his own genius, but a part, of it, may !vive come,

:i�,

been said, from his awareness of women in his own world, in particul.-.ir and
in general, and wor:ien in the literature with whicr1 he w;:is familinr.
Unlike Boccaccio, Chaucer definitely gives Criseyde noble status.
She is loved by all and kno,-m to all.

Deiphebus, son of the King of Troy,

welcomes U1e opportunity to serve Criseyde and promises also the aid of

hn:.:;

10?

Helen and of Hector, whom he has often heard speak highly of her.

Helen,

Hector and Deiphebus treat her as an equal, and, 0f course, the most prominent
proof of her nobility and worthiness is the fact thRt Troilus choses lier
Chaucer must have had some intention in so carefully placing

as his lady.

Criseyde in the noble class.

In his own time, it ·,;ns the ladies of the

upper classes who had time and inclination for the courtly love practices,
so Chaucer may have given Criseyde her high rank to show th.::it such a reL':lti on
ship with Troilus was not a damnable thing, somethine; for which Cri.seyde could
be blamed.

Also, Chaucer makes i.t clear that Criseyde is "myn 01,Jene womman,

wel at ese, 11 or one who is used to maldng prudent and wise decisions .-ibout
her own welfare.

Criseyde may show weakness, but she has inner strength

enough to accept things as they come, and that Chaucer's Criseyde does noL
reflect the fourteenth century idea of woman as a lesser social being than
man is very significant.
The raising of Criseyde from a somewhat superficial place in the story
to a character of distinction and uniqueness is a statement of Chaucer's
own recognition of the uniqueness and strength of Woman.

H

would klve

known such independence of chnracter and such forthdsht.ness of actjon in
actual feminine figures of English history, including his contcmporar i.c:J:
Philippa of Hainault, Alice Perrers, and Isabella, daughter of Ed1-1ard IU.
These women had great personal abilities as well

n3

womanly charoct•rtsLicn

and their :1c tions demonstrated clearly that woman was not rnerely thf:
housekeeper and the means of propagating a fomily n;-ime, but was and is
capable of much in her own right ns a hurnan being.
of being both a woman ,:md

c1

hum.cin, and Chaucer uses a r,reat numher of dct..1i li,

to give t.he .Lmpres�;ion or thi::; q11nlit.v.
as th1� Church

1N)1J1Ll,

e-vil r,,'1ture as n

Criseyde has this qu;-iJ.iLy

hy intlnv-1l.in1{ l,h;1l, 1,or Inf.do ll.y l:,

Ho11:-ll1,

t.ha t i;l:c

i0

ondenm Cr\:�1,y<ln,

Cli-9.uc r doe:; noL

inc�1�,:ible ur. do·inf(

:i

p111·t,

;rn_y 1.h.i.ng

,ir· 1 11 ,,·
l.nJ.L

11:-i::'1 i llf'.

lOJ

man to sin.

R.::ither, Chaucer spe;:i'.{s wi t.h compassion for a human failing

that both men and women :.re guilty of and shows that she was not unconscious
of what she had done, but bitterly remorseful.

No line in literature ·is

more pathetic than her "To Diomede alg ate I wol be trewe," after she h::�,
broken faith with the man she reAlly loves.

His w.::is the .Jbility to see

through conventional ideas c1nd generalities to the truth of

:1

situation,

:md in Criseyde, Chaucer presents true woman to his audience, Hi th all Ll J e
strengths and weaknesses of the human bej_ng.

In th is way, Ch.1ucer reco;i;ni z ,(1

and rejected the contemporary soci.al and reli�ious atti.tudes tm�ard women.
However, to what extent was Chnucer influenced or uninfluenced by pasL
and contemporary literature and ljterary traditions?

It has been shown

that in most Germanic literature, love and women played
action was the key.

:1

minor role and

This is true of the e:::irly J.iter3ture of Ene;land and

France, too, to some extent, for the less civili�ed Rnd cultured � people
are, the deeper their interest in adventure and dclrLne; exploit5.
heroines of these e:irJ_y wor!rn ,1nd even

o[

The

n1�tny or tlte l"lidcll.0. f�ni,;lj ;:;] 1 :ind

French rom,mces ( in the Arthud ,1n tr8clit.i.on) ;irr; or Len i '.,l,�_den',.17

l.rJ

,r i c

descript.i.ons 0,· the hero's v21rious linttle:,; :m".i ;;1.1cc8���-fuJ. unde.rtnk-i ti ;�t,.
In Icelandic li.terature, notably the Poetic Edd,;.1, women i1er-' not .1.lw1y:;
meek ond mi.ld, but could take action when necess.:i.ry.

Cri.:-,eyd.e h ci s Lhi::;

cp1:1J

of beinc able to face up to and grapple with re.-1lities .1rnl sh0v1s her Gel.[
to be meek in some instances while strong in others.

Ch,1,ucer i.ndic1tes

that this is a feminine trait, but the author of the Edda
characteristics more to a specific person.

attributed

One can generalize in discusstnr

Criseyde' s ,,ords or behcivior, but w'i. th most heroines of earlier li terat,ire
of England, Germ::my And Frc1nce, this is not ,1,l,1;1ys so.

True, one can 111,".\!,

�enc.ral :.;tatcrnent:; ;.1bout the french courtly 1ovi; hen ino:,, bu\. thc:1<·

LM111(•11

i ty

were created to meet one particul3r type of situRtion, and, so, t�ey are
sllo,.•:n only in the light of this situation.

They tend to be one-sided

characters and they do not change or develop durj ng tr e story.

Docc:.1ccio Is

Criseida is like this, for �er sensuality seems to motivate all of her actions.
There is no depth of psycholoe;y behind the actions of women like Guthrt.1n,
A.ude or Rymenhild.

Only in the women figures of the i'Jibelungen]ied do Ne

find a heroine near Criseyde's stntus, a woman who thinks for herself, \!ho
uses feminine logic in r;etting

1,1

hat she i-rnnti; ,md who �;tands forth :is

:,Jhere did Criseyde come from?

r1

per:;on.

One can only cone] ude U1nt she ern.r:ir[;Prl

1:-ier t·) be in re,11 l:i rP. ln coinparisor. Lo wow:n

s1 s

1

'no11n i..n 7 i 1,er;1turu.

Criseyde seems to be Chaucer I s respom,e to ,n·.Lters ,•;ho conc,..,nt.J'·1t1,,d r>ri
·.�orrien p :::.y -m -j mpor t�r.mt, r-oJ c) j n the

heroes to tlte f..::;:clusion of heroin8,3.

world ;.ind they reprr.::senL more Lhar the possill'i.lity or heirs or the cl::•ncc
to unite tlte lands of two familier,.

,Jornan represent·- a vJ<.lJ of thi.nki ng,

a way of actinp; that is completely alien to the m:mner jn whjch
or acts.

Women can add the spice to

,1

r.1

m;_111 thin c·

m,,m's life, :md Lo a story boc;1u�;e

she is so different; Chaucer reco13ni7.ed that the potenti-'1liU e;; in tho
,,

development of women characters in litor;:,ture ,1ere being ignored.

he cre,ited Cri!::eyde, a character in fiction who r;e�ms ,cis reo] :is th. ;;irl
next door or one's mm mother.

Sh· ha:, the 1-1ea\ner-;u for· lo\'e of Kri(1111hi ld,

Enide, Brunhild, M::ireery, and Cr:i trni.da; she has Lhe practit:al rnLnd •)f
Athelston 1 s Queen, Enide, and Criseida; she has the deter111incJU.on of'
Rymenhild, Philippa of Hainault, Isabella of France and EJ.eAnor of
Aquitaine.

Yet, Criseyde I s charilcteri 7,ation �as and is unique.

Criseyde

i8 Cri.seyde, just as Ch.:mcer wai,; Chaucer; both were un.l.que in t.hejr Ume.

l\nrl

lOS

if one wished to describe her in one word, the only thing he could possibly
say to encompass the completeness, complexity, and profundity of her
personality would he to state:

"She is a woman. 11

triumph and his gift to literature.

This is Chaucer I s
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